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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 8, 1913.

VOL 50

TRANSPORT IS

cuna said that the report that he was
going to Washington as the special
is
upresentative of President Huerta

REED

PLATA

VOTE ON TARIFF PUERTO

CURRENCY BILL

CAUSED

IN TOMORROW

lull rue.

eoina to the capital on purely
private business." he said. Further
than this he declined to talk.
--

SENT

AFTER

I

Hin

MAY

COME

Would Hang Envoy.
TO-DA- Y
Eagle Pass, Tex., Sept. 8. That
Manuel Zamacona. special envoy to
Washington, would be "tried by court
martial and hanged within an hour,"
TO PASS
HOPE
FOR should he attempt to enter the consti- SENATE LEADERS
TO DAY
THE
BUFORD SAILED
tutionalist lines with any proposition
THE BILL BEFORE ADJOURNMENT
MEXICO
OF
whatever, was the substance of a resoTHE WEST COAST
lution adopted today at a meeting of
INHERITANCE
THIS
EVENING.
BACK AMERICANS.-MEXIC- ANS the constitutionalist board of advisers
TO BRING
at Piedras Negras.
TAX IS DISCUSSED BY PROGRESSWILL HELP REFUGEES
The resolution denounced what they
Huerta
IVE SENATORS.
govcalled the "attempt of the
TO GET AWAY.
ernment to deceive the American people regarding the ability of Manuel
Zamacona to act as mediator in ar- YOUNG VINCENT ASTOR
MEXICAN ENVOY IS
ranging an armistice."
CITED AS AN EXAMPLE
AT HAVANA
Juarez Quiet.
S.
Official
Kl Paso, Texas,
Sept,
Juarez subsided today in outward feel
Washington, D. C, Sept. 8. The
San Francisco, Cal., Sept. 8. The
over the
Americans
ing against the
Democratic tariff bill, introduced by
army transport Burford will sail late shooting of Lieutenant
Francisco
Leader Underwood fi!ye
today to gather up Americans in peril Acosta by government officers here Majority
The
on the west coast of Mexico.
the investigation months ago and passed by the house
following
Saturday,
vessel will be in charge of Charles conducted
by Inspector of Mexican four months ago today, may pass the
Jenkinson, special representative of Consulate M. K. Diebold, of this city.
senate before adjournment
tonight.
the state department. It will fly a red
Diebold blames Acosta as When the measure was called
up
cross flag, as it is believed the ship theInspector
early
offi
agressor in the affair. The
will be better able to perform its re- cials of Juarez
citizens of the today by Chairman Simmons, of the
gave
lief work under that banner owing Mexican town to understand that they finance committee, it was the intento the present temper of Mexicans, would not countenance any public tion to hold the senate
lu session until
than under the American flag.
As a a vote was reached.
demonstrations.
The Buford will, it is thought, bring result, when a few Americans visited
Leaders on both sides agreed hat
back between 506 aud 1.000 Americans Juarez during the day, no one was mo- the bill
surely would be reported back
who desire to leave Mexico, and prob- lested or threatened.'
to the house sometime tomorrow. In
to
be
will
have
second
a
trip
ably
The feeling among the rank and file conference the measure is expected
made to accommodate all who wish to of the garrison and the citizens is still to be debated less than two weeks.
get away.
intense, but. because of the stand taken
After some preliminary discussion
.Tenkinson arrived from Washington
by the officials of the town in the mat- today, Senator La Foilette took the
with
been
has
and
busy
last Friday
ter, they dared not display any vio- Door for his first general discussion of
the task of loading the Buford with lence
the bill, having deferred his amendagainst Americans.
of
and
stores
arrangmedicines and
ments to the wool and cotton schedmen
of
hospital
ing for the embarking
ules until the climax of the debate.
SALACASA
OF
POSTMASTER
The
soldier
guards.
and nurses and
Senator .N'orris, Progressive RepubZAR REPORTS ROBBERY.
trip is expected to last from four to
lican, called up his tax amendment
six weeks. The first stop will be made
on inheritances, gradAccording to a report received at proposing a tax
at Manzanillo, September 15.
from one per cent on $50,000
"We are going prepared for every- Albuquerque yesterday from Fanta- - uated 75
to
per cent on bequests exceedthing, including epidemics," said .Te- leon Mora, postmaster at Casa Salazar up
It said it was denkinson today. Major William F. Lew- he is out $1,564.40, as the result of ing $30,000,000.
to
immense fortunes.
break
up
on
signed
the
store
there
of
his
is, of the Medical corps, a sergeant the robbery
Senator Clapp, Progressive Republiand three hospital corps privates and night of September 2. Mora, who is
said he would support the amendthree women nurses of the army nurse postmaster, says that part of the mon can,
ment, although he believed the time
corps, will be aboard. There will also ey he reports having been taken was had come when the government should
be Red Cross nurses from the San postal funds. He has notified the
and not allow people of
inspector at Denver of the rob- go further
Francisco chapter, a doctor from the
ser- bery. The thieves according to the great wealth, like the Asters, "to take
marine
hospital
and
health
public
as- postmaster's story of the robbery, en- what, does not belong to them from
vice, and Mrs. Jenkinson, who will
fhe nennlp. "
sist in the Red Cross work. Besides tered the store through the roof, broke Senator N'orris took the case of Vinof the into a desk in which the money was
a
representative
special
being
Astor to illustrate the effect of
state department, I am also a special located, and made away with it. The cent
his amendment. The younger Astor.
American representative of the Red loss is a serious one to him and because of the fact that part of the mon- he said, did nothing to accumulate
Cross society."
of $80,000,000 he received
For several years Jenkinson was in ey belonged to the government he is the fortune
from his father.
emAmerican
over
to
the
worried
the
robbery.
attached
Mexico
greatly
"Under thts proposed amendment,"
two
inspectors are said to be investi- said Senator Korris,
bassy. He has recently vmade
"the tax Vincent
back
to
refugees,
Mexico
to
bring
gating.
trips
would pay to the government
Astor
and
in
ft
Galveston,
landing of party
He would then
would be $ J.1,799.300.
another in Xew York.
than $.".6,000,000 tipped into
READY
FOR have more
"President Wilson," he said, ''in- GETTING
his lap, a fortune made by millions or
tends that all Americans shall leave
people of the United States, a fortune
Americans
warned
and
Mexico
having
for the accumulation of which he did
the
govfor
PANKHURST
is
MRS.
there
nothing
to leave
sweat a drop, a fortune accumulatnot
transportabut.
do
to
ernment
provide
ed without an effort of his hand or
in
the
homes
their
to
tion for them
brain. Such a tax would not be robSUFVISIT OF MILITANT
SCHEDULED
states.
Mr. Astor."
Mexico
bing
in
Americans
"Of the 10,000
IN
OCTOBER
LEADER
FRAGETTE
wool schedule differA substitute
when President Wilson issued his
heretofore
from
presented was
any
less
be
wi.ll
ing
ANTHORITIES
IMMIGRATION
CAUSES
warning, there probably
La FoiSenator
relate
by
offered
today
Buford
the
than 1,000 by the time
RECORD IN
INVESTIGATE HER
wool and
TO
raw
of
free
In
lette.
place
turns to this port."
the reduced duties embraced in the
ENGLAND.
democratic bill, Senator La Foilette
Mexico Will Help.
proposed a gradual reduction coverVera Cruz, Mex Sept. 8. ProvisWashington, D. C, Sept. 8. Before ing three years, culminating with a
ional President Huerta apparently
meant all he said when he declared on Mrs. Emmeline Pankhurst, leader of final reduction to 15 per cent on raw
reductions on
Tuesday last that the Mexican gov- the British militant suffragettes, can wool and corresponding to
apply after
ernment would furnish first class be admitted to the United States in manufactured goods,
iransportation for American refugees. October, the time set in the latest an- January 1, 1!)1C.
Senator La Follette's new amendU was announced at the customs
nouncements for her coming, the im- ment tool; the place of one previously
house here today that Americans may
will decide introduced.
authorities
secure there money sufficient to pay migration
"I believe the rates based on the 15
the difference between first class pas- whether any of the acts for which she
all that
United
represents
con- - per cent duty
the
in
that
by
and
has
been
provided
England
imprisoned
sage
td enneeds
manufacturers
W.
W.
American
through
the
within
States government
stitute- moral turpitude
basis
fair
on
a
to
at
Vera
them
compete
able
consul
American
the
Canada,
meaning of tne law, anu mane ner au with the rest of the world," he said.
Cruz.
undesirable alien. She will be detained at whatever port she lands, but
Visit Is a Mystery.
whether, eventually she may be perTEAM IS
obmitted to go, can not be foretold.
Mexico City, Mex., Sept. 8. The
LEADING IN
Trevino's
To the immigration authorities, Mrs.
Geronimo
General
of
ject
this
at
a
visit
mysmuch
Pankhurst's
as
presents
is
Mexico
to
visit
City
PALMA SHOOT
question
tery today as ever. General Blanquet, time purely a hypothetical
adin
on
it
to
decline
for
pass
and
is
they
authority
the minister of war,
of the department of
Camp Perry, Ohio, Sept. 8. At the
the statement that General Trevino vance. Officials
obtainable
of the first stage of the Palma
end
all
now
are
labor
seeking
week.
will return to Monterey this
British
rifle match' on the 800 yard
the
information
concerning
trophy
'stated
In political circles it was
militant activities that range, the United States and Canada
General Trevino's trip here will have suffragette'sa
legal bearing on her right were tired for first place, each with a
of the may have
great significance in the politics
to admission to the United States.
score of 5S8 out of a possible 600.
to
return
will
He
probably
country.
Other scores were: Argentine repuban
fill
important
soon
to
tne capital
5S7; Sweden, 555; Peru, 530.
lic,
government post.
NEGRO MURDERER
At the end of the second stage of
the Palma trophy match, on the 900
IS SAUED FROM
Huerta May Not Run.
range, the United States had an
jyard
MOB BY SHERIFF undisputed
Washington, D. C, Sept. 8. Charge
lead with a score of 1169.
,
O'Shaughnessy's public declaration at
'I he Argentine republic had taken sec-asno
that
the Mexico City embassy
8. Lewis loud
had
Canada
and
1160
with
Okla.,
Sept.
Newkirk.
place
surances had been given him that Green, a negro bootlegger, arrested in
dropped to third with 1137. Sweden s
Huerta would not be a candidate at Guthrie yesterday after he had shot to itoore was 1041 and Peru's 1031.
the coming elections and authorative death two Guthrie policemen who raid
declaration here that Buch assurances ed his "joint" was locked in jail here ALLEGED DENVER AUTO
had been given around a disposition today, his life saved from a mob that
THIEVES TAKEN BACK
in some quarters to question whether threatened lynching, by the strategy
deof Sheriff Mahoney.
Mr. O'Shaughnessy and the state
Albuquerque, N. M., Sept. 8.
When the mob began to gather yes- Deputy Sheriff J. W. Ronaidson arpartment were working in accord, but
officials denied flatly that there was terday, Sheriff Mahoney and a deputy rived here last night to take H. .1.
Mr.
any friction. Diplomatists regard re- rushed to the fail, hurried the pris Iba. in jail here, and Leo Adair, in
oner into an automobile and started jail at Santa Fe. to Denver, where
O'Shaughnessy's denial as being
situation north toward Perry, closely followed they are charged with stealing an
the'
the
of
politics
quired by
In the Mexican capital and the admin- bv the mob. Near Millhall the gaso automobile.
low, an
The deputy sheriff left here at
istration view is that Huerta will not line in the car began to run
his
is
Sheriff
deputy
leaving
o'clock this morning with Iba in
Mahoney,
understanding
The
to a candidate.
the car as a blind, custody for Santa Fe. There he will
that Mexico City authorities will main- to proceed with woods
with his hand- present requisition papers to Governtain to the last that the constitution plunged into the
cuffed prisoner, just before the lead- or W. C. McDonald for his signature,
prevents Huerta becoming a candidate ers of the
mob rushed by. After walk- take Adair and leave tomorrow mornto succeed himself and thus avoid apa mile through the brush, Sheriff ing for Denver. He said last night
pearances of having acceded to the ing
Mahoney flagged a freight train and that he would handcuff Adair and Ida
American proposal.
landed Lewis safe in jail here early together for the trip and expected
no trouble in taking them to Denver.
today.
Zamacona At Havana.
Iba consented to return without
Meanwhile dispatches from Guthrie
8.
ZamaManuel de,
Havana, Sept
told of the streets being filled with requisition, but it Is not known here
to
cona, former Mexican ambassador
armed men, waiting for the mob lead- whether Adair intended to oppose his
the United States, arrived here today ers to return with Lewis. A mass going back for trial. Mr. Ronaidson
reou the steamship
Esperanza, from meeting was held in Guthrie and a Bald the prosecuting attorney
Vera Cruz. He immediately trans- fund raised for the use at the families quired, however, that the governor
ferred to the steamer Prince George of Chief of Police Muxlow and Patrol- sign the requisition aB a matter of
bound, for Key West. Senor Zaraa- - man Isaac Caldwell the dead officers.
formality.
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Washington, D. C, Sept. 8. Puerto
Plata, in the Dominican republic,
where a revolution is in progress, is
being shelled by Dominican gunboats,
with great danger to American lives
and property. Jose M. Esteva, American vice consul there, so reported
The gunboat l)es Moines is on
the way there.
The Des Moines Is at Guantanamo
today, coaling for ttie run to Puerto
Plata, where she is due tomorrow.
Puerto Plata has been in the hands of
the Dominican rebels ever since the
latest revolution started with the announcement of the government that
the state had been seceded from all
allegiance to the central government.
The present, danger to Americans and
their property comes from the attempt of the Dominican government
to force the rebel stronghold to capitulate.
The supposed leader of the uprising
is Hector Velasquez, one time provisional president, of the republic. Previous meager advices gave no indication that any fighting had occurred.
So far as naval authorities here are
informed, the Dominican navy consists
of two or three converted yachts, armed with six pounders and machine
guns. They could cause enough damage to an unfortified town like Puerto
Plata, and particularly Biuce it is
largely of wooden construction and
iniu'lit pasilv be set afire.
American interests m Puerto Hata
are small. A number of Porto Ricans
recently have entered the business
community there. Warrant for intervention by Commander Andrew P.
be
Long of the Des Moines, would infound in any action on either side
terfering with the operation of the
customs house, under American supervision and control. It. is expected
that Commander Long will insist, that
hostilities be conducted outside the
limits of the town. The reason for the
revolt against President Bordas is
understood here to be founded on the
of
objections of Governor Cespedes,
the province of Puerto Plata, against
the attempts of the general government to wrest, control from the provisional officers of the government railroad from Puerto to Plata to Santiago,
which has figured frequently in the
politics of the island.

COUNTV HOSPITAL
IS FILLED WITH
RICH PATIENTS
Chicago, Spet. 8. -- The Cook county
hospital, with a' capacity of 1900, is
kept so full of county and city
their wives and their friends,
iVat there is no room left for the patients for whom it was intended, according lo charges made yesterday by
County Agent Meyer, in charge of the
hospital.
The charge was made after County
Commissioner Frank Ragen had attacked Walter Wieskoswski, an investo keep
tigator kept at the hospital
persons of means from gaining
to the institution and deprivattening poor persons from needed
tion.
"Admission to the hospital formerly
has been by card of a county commis
sioner," said Meyers, and Kagen atwhen
tacked the investigator
refused to admit a
with Ragen 's card."
"In the maternity ward more than
ten ner cent of the cases are the wives
of city police or firemen.
"A bailiff had his father deed an
bis property over to him and then
had the father admitted to the
where he expected the old gentleman to spend the rest of his days.
dis"A city policeman was just
we
charged from the hospital when
learned that he owned
a
giving him an income of $300
month."
Wies-kows-

well-tod-

hos-l.iia- l,

s

DIE

WHILE IN DARK CELL.
Richmond, Texas, Sept. 8. Eight
"dark
!i, gro convicts, confined in the
cell' of Camp Number ;!, on the state
farm at Harlem, near here, were suffocated Saturday night and four
apriouslv ill from the effects of
breathing foul air resulting from poor
ventilation.
Negligent homicide formally was
Sergeant Sidney
charged against
Wheeler and two guards, following a
coroner s investigation. The men gave
bond.
The dark cell has been used as a
means of discipline since whipping
was abolished. The cell is about ten
feet long, seven feet wide and seven
feet high. Ventilation is supplied by
ten air holes,, each one inch in
oth-ui-- o

ASSIGNS TWO

Washington, I). C Sept. 8. Greed
of coal operators as well as the mill- ers, Bishop P. .7. Donahue, of Wheel- ing. W. Va., told the senate investigation committee today, was t lie fundamental cause of the West. Virginia
strike. Exorbitant prices in company
stores, from fifteen to 25 per cent
above the market, lie gave as an instance of the attitude of the operators.
The bishop was on a commission
which investigated conditions on Paint
and Cabin creeks. He was agreeably
surprised by the living conditions of

the miners.
"Of course we found

no Turkish
rus;s. but we did find fairly comfort
able workingmen's homes," said the

j

prelate.
"Were the men contented?" asked
Senator Kenyon.
"I can best answer in the words of
witness Griffith, who said the men
would not be satisfied until they owned the mines."
Coming to the cause of the strike,
the bishop quoted a line from the
psalms "The rich man flaunts Ins
weiilth and sets the poor man on lire,"
and declared it applied to the situation in West Virginia. He added that.
infidelity had been taught to the
miners; that they had been taught
that the saying "The poor we have
with us always" was a farce, and that
the miners had just as much right
to automobiles and to live in Kanawha
street as the coal operators.
'
Senator Borah contended that
ambitious
not
were
men
they
laboring
would become industrial slaves.
"Ah, but not so if property owners
are not filled with greed," returned
the bishop. "I believe men Bhould
hold' property, not as their own, but
as trustees for others,' and that trusteeship should be shown by acts."
Senator Martine asked Bishop Donahue if labor unions were not organized
in his opinion, 1'or the good of the
members. The bishop hesitated until
the question was repeated, then said;
"That may be one reason: another
is to furnish fat salaries to officials of
the union." replied the bishop.
Attorney Monnett. for the miners,
asked if the bishop thought Galling,
armored cars and blood hounds were
some of the things that set the soul of
the miners on fire.
Tlie bishop responded that he considered the use of those weapons best
governed by the common law, which
allowed the use of guns when the user

VOTING TODAV ON

SUCCESSOR TO
REP. GOODWIN
Me., Sept. 8. Voters in
distMaine congressional
rict went to the polls today to select

Portland,

tlie third

a successor to the late Congressman
Forres't Goodwin,
Republican, with
the question of the endorsement of
President Wilson's administration and
the pending tariff bill as the chief
features of the campaign.
Mayor William R. Paemangall, of
Waterville, the Democratic candidate
for the office, had the assistance of
Secretary of State Bryan in the clos
ing hours of the campaign. The dist11.. r....l.i!,...
W.tn
tl.r.
rici a- mjriiiuu.v
rvepuuiiutwi, urms uir
old James G. Blaine district. The Re publican candidate is .lotin A. I'eters, and the Progressive .nominee, is Kdward M. Lawrence, of Lubec.
J
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Coaticook. Que.. Sept. 8.- William
Travers Jerome stepped off the train
from Montreal at noon, ready to ap
near in court this afternoon on a
charge of gambling, on which he was
arrested last week. A small crowd at
the station was silent. He made no
statement aud was taken at once to
his hotel.
Samuel Jacobs, K. C, of Montreal,
chief counsel for New York state in
its fight to return Harry K. Thaw to
Jerome.
accompanied
Matteawau,
They alighted from the train almost
directly beneath the window of the
detention room where Thaw is nelci.
It was raining and there were not
more than forty idlers at the station.
Notwithstanding the open hostilities
that has been shown Jerome here, no
threat was heard today.
The crowd dispersed quickly and
drifted toward the court house where
the hearing was to be held at 4 o'clock.
It was predicted that the charge would
be dismissed on a technicality, In that
it specified that Jerome played cards
in "a railroad station" when, as a matter of fact, he waB more than fifty feet
from the station.
Thaw Forgotten.
Tfiirrv K Thaw was temporarily for
Coati- gotten by the twonspeople of
cook today and all paths lea to tne
red brick court house where William
Travess Jerome had promised to ap
pear this afternoon for a preliminary
hearing on a charge of gambling. He
was released last week under $500
bail. James McKee, the aged jusuce
of the peace who signed the warrant
for Jerome's arrest and flayed him in
court when Jerome mu ut aVtu
the first hearing,, bad no part in to
day's proceedings, lie was supers-eW.
by a district magistrate, S.
of Sherbrooke. Mulvena agreed
yesterday to come here and preside.
A. C. Hanson, joint crown prosecutor, for the district, was in charge for
the prosecution; Jacob Nicol, of Sherbrooke, crown prosecutor of the disr
tnci, ior uie, uracusc.
d
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Tf
maUer
seeking the liberation
mado
Harry K. Thaw on bail will be

Tf

ltlJ

K

His counsel, now that they haveatbrought the whole question to the
itention of the court of the kings
will content themselves with
bench,
developments.
waiting
....
,
...HI
j:
m nRnllTd ifcalf 11111rne iiugaiion
a discussion of whether the Canadian
conimmigration act is or is not
stitutional. The Thaw attorneys will
contend that the infringement of the
locomotion
right of individuals to free
infrin!!;Pnient of the habeas corof
manga
the
as
well
as
act
pus
charta. It is considered not unlikely
that, parliament eventually will have
to intervene directly to back up the
constitutionality of the act which it
passed.

Kansas City, Sept. 8. Light showers
The bishop having come to Wash-;a- t
s(;attered points brought decided
at the request of the coal minejUef from .extrerne )leat over Missouri,
operators to protest against former.
and ok,ahonia today, )ut in
Keefe
Commissioner
Immigration
'
to
West
.
.topping immigrants going
because the miners! to break the long drought, according
v,rginia mines,
,
,
rlr.- - itr. rr.f,r.i-jK'tlltpR
r.l i n ir iUa ITniturt
v
me l.:.,t,rv
v.ere not unionizeu.J
nw,.,,
umuy
clared he came of his own volition. weather bureau here. Temperatures
He said the immigrants were possibly !over tlle tnree states today were from
Catholics, "but they were not workdeerees lower than those
hard."
at
it
ing
last week. The heav- which
prevailed
"Well. they pay up and that is what
rainfall
reported from M.ssouri
vou want?" suggested the attorney.
inches
at Lamar.
not
does
Two Years' Delay Probable.
"Oh no paving money
received ..!S
ofKansas,
Pittsburg,
to
must
go
Ottawa, Ont Sept. 8. Dominion
make a man religious, lie
Qf
ficials here foresee a delay of possibly
church and live his religion. Take
final decision of
away a man's religion and you make, M Oklahoma city and otner 0kla. two years before the
the Thaw case.
him little more than an animal.
et!holna polnts g00(, ahower8 fen.
Litigation in their opinion undoubtome of these horrible ideas ot (
ThH Kansas cjty river at Topeka,
work- will be carried through the dominSocialism
and
doubt
and
edly
fidelity
ugually a iively stream, is the lowest
to the privy council in
courts
much
ion
minds,
miners'
of
ason reoord At aomR points between
the
td out
aild
where the final verdict will be
river is
jTopefca and Lawrence the
you work out beer at Carlsbad,
.
..
written. I'ntil this verdict is given,
nurture a wuuiduuh. 1v.i.t,."
only one ioui. ueep.
the
Several trainloads of water are car- - the immigration officials believe
life, and conditions will be better.'
imli- rt,L
frnm courts will not permit the deportation
tl,n iniitiiwu
oilo
UrtJ t,
lie UlHlMJp ulitv that pithpr
fm.Ilu A...
remain on
!
independence to Pine Springs, where of Thaw and he will
vidually of officially, he was interest-iinl-Iit is turned into the railway's pond Canadian soil.
,,i in West Virginia coal land
and shared with the townspeople.
mines.
.. A4..tirr.
tllP hishon Some of the farmers in Jackson county PEARL HARBOR DRY DOCK
r,
l
water 12 miles both for their
CAN BE REPAIRED
what he would do to remedy
families' and their livestock.
lions if he had the power.
Washington, D. C. Sept. S.The big
"First of all. I would require both
navy dry dock at Pearl Harbor,
operators and miners to go to church yAMWQ WOMAN
Hawaii, which recently collapsed aftwice every Sunday," said the bishop.
KILLED WHEN AN
ter the government had spent several
I would sive each a bible as a steer
dollars in its construction, can
AUTO TURNS OUER million
ing chart and then give them about
be saved and finished, according to
make
them
and
hang
eight beatitudes
the original design, in the opinion of
two or three in their bedrooms, sucn
o.
Alfred Noble, an engineering expert.
oeyi.
uoio.,
'"eeKer,
Snirif't
Poor
in
,s R essed Are Ihe
of a wealthy Meek wn0 wag sent to inspect it. Mr. Noble
Qldland,
daughter
1
nese
Meek.
aud 'Blessed Are The
was kille,d )ast night, PnnfPrred today with Secretary Dan- m(jrf:han,
vould cause them to forget to use m- -j
,,tnmnhile stage run- - :ia and later will submit a detailed
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the car and her neck was broken,
SPRINGS FOR SUFFERERS.
land her neck was broken.
Senate.
The injured, all of whom will re
Knowles
Hot Springs, Ark., Sept. 8. GenerDebate on tariff bill resumed with jcover, included Miss lsabelle
E. M. Johnson, Meeker, and ous money subscriptions and supplies
prospect of passage or agreement to of Denver.
W. Arthur Perkins, Colorado Springs, are reaching Hot Springs for the relief
vote before adjournment.
Marian.
of persons who were rendered homeCommittee investigating West Vir- and his wife, and daughter,
leaped from the car before less by Friday night s fire. The task
ginia mine strike heard Bishop P. J. it Perkins
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FIGHT STARTED OVER

NEGRO

LISTENS TO BISHOP

DITIONS IN

CUSTOMS HOUSE WHICH

GOVERNMENT

COMMITTEE

REMARKS REGARDING

TO

Sept. X. -- The adWashington, I).
ministration currency bill probably
will bo reported tomorrow and be
ready for debute Wednesday. The Republican report, will be filed at the
same time.
Before taking up the currency bill,
however, the house will complete its
consideration of tlie urgent deficiency
bill, on which it continued today.
The senate banking committee re
sumed hearing today with W. 11. Al-len, of Brooklyn the only witness. Professor O. A. W. flprague of Harvard
will be again questioned tomorrow.
Chairman Henry of the liou.se rules
committee, called at the White House
today, he said, to assure President
Wilson that his committee was ready
to introduce a special rule if necessary, to expedite the bill through the
house. He predicted that the bill
would be passed by the house after a
week's debate.
Democratic senate leaders decided
today to move no further toward an
agreement on the administration bill
unitl it has passed the house. Attn
a conference with colleagues on the
banking committee, Chairman Owen
today secured President Wilson's tentative approval of the plan.
The hearings begun last week and
lesumed early today will be suspended in about two weeks and when the
tariff bill is out of the way, many senators will leave Washington for a
short rest. It was predicted today
that consideration of the bill in committee, will continue until the middle
of October, before it will be possible
to estimate what, support it can command in the senate.
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CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.

WHOLESALE
4A
AND RETAIL
FACTORY WOOD
SWASTIKA LUMP
SAWED WOOD
CERRILLOS LUMP
CORD WOOD
STEAM COAL
SIZES.
ALL
ANTHRACITE COAL,

WQWQ

Montezuma Arenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.

'The West Point of the Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.
Located in the beautiful Pecos
Valley. 3,700 feet above sea level,
sunshine every day. Open air
work throughout the entire
Conditions (or physical
and mental development are
IDEA L such as eannot be found
elsewhere in America. Fourteen officers and instructors, all
graduates from standard EastTen buildings,
ern colleges.
modern In every respect.
B. A. CAHOOM, President.
t
J. E. RHEA,

COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

Supt.

Worst Cases.

RESOLVED

VE STAND BE.HIIMO
OUR COODS AND WC
MAKE GOOD ON EVERY
DEAL OUR. GOODS
MAKE COOP .Ve Took
--

-

Care to
KIND

get that

You Certainly:
PIP MAKE!
are BanlNhed by
it loo A TIorilir
s, s. s.
A tiny pimplo spreads to the shle of
ttie face and often covers the cheeks
end bridge of the nose. It Is very destructive to the glands of the ekin. No
external treatments will overcome It,
ns the cause of lupus is from impurities
in the blood supply.
Tha only known
method of cure is to get the blood supply under the control of S. S. S., the
fi inous blood specific.
Its action is
quite remarkable and has direct influence upon the network of small blood
Vessels and glands in the skin.
Krom the fact that S. S. 8. is purely
botanical preparation, it is accepted
by the weakest stomach and has great
tonic influence in all the digestive organs. It is certainly a wonderful blood
medicine, and. is prepared direct from
native materials gathered by the experts of the famous Swift Laboratory.
Not one drop of minerals or drugs is
used in its preparation. Ask for 8. S. S.
and insist upon having Jt. And if you
oRire skillful advice and counsel upon
any matter concerning the blood and
Hkin, write to the Medical Department,
The Swift Specific Co., 183 Swift Laboratory, Atlanta, Ga. Do not allow some
zealous clerk to larrup the atmosphere
In eloquence
over something "just as
good" as S. S. S. Beware of all substiS.
S.
S. is what you need.
tutes.
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WHAT MORE CAN A HARDWARE MERCHANT DO THAN TO MAKE
WE
GOOD? MAKE GOOD ON HIS STATEMENTS ABOUT HIS STOCK.
ARE PREPARED TO SHOW THAT WE CAN MAKE GOOD. WE KNOW
WHAT TO BUY FOR YOU AND WHERE TO BUT IT. WE HAVE THE
BEST HARDWARE THAT CAN BE SECURED AND WE KNOW THAT WE
ARE OFFERING IT AT FAIR, SQUARE PRICES. WE ARE PREPARED
TO MAKE GOOD ON EVERY SALE, BECAUSE OUR HARDWARE IS THE
RELIABLE KIND. WE WILL SATISFY YOU; TRY US.

ers away from the present paper!
Raps the "Beloved Scribe."
"I do not believe there is much interest in this ragging as to warrant
the amount of space given to it here
in the dally paper, i nave more
of
race than
in the
home.
to believe this race is willing to be fed
of a
It blots out realization
on the husks of life like the old prod-- j
final judgment.
WOOD -- DAVIS HARDWARE COMPANY.
Igal of old. I do not believe this An-- j
race is composed of men
PHONE
"IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT."
PHONE 14.
and women whose hearts are filled
Santa Ke may have another daily with a yearning for this kind of sub
newspaper soon if the publisher of ject. I have more faith in this race
the ."New Mexican" doesn't make its than that. I believe that it will be
editors let up on the "rag" discussion. only a question of time when the pub- in this town who feel the zealous call
This was the threat issued from lic at large will want something more to exercise I say, let them do their
the pulpit yesterday morning by the sustaining and more uplifting.
own house work
It would be a
Rev. B. Z. McColIough, who does not
whole lot better for them, for the idle
Not a "Dance."
"Rag"
brain is the devil's workshop."
approve of the interviews published
"As to this form of amusement
in this paper concerning the dance
The speaker then pointed out the ap-- j
not
the
I
is
of
it
the
worthy
say
fantastique which certain people con- nameragof a dance. And 1 do not be- - pearance of evil in the rag danceB,
sider unfit for the Elks club or for
are so interested in ranted that the dances themselves
lieve the
any lodge room and which others say the subjectpeople
as some think. I do not are not evil and told a story of several
is just as proper as any waltz or two
believe that an edition of the paper visitors to the city who were asked
THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHthe "first" question: "Do you play
jstep, if rightly danced.
here, devoted to interviews on the sub- 'Twas the second time that Mr.
cards?" and then, "Do you dance?"
success,
commercial
would
a
be
ODS, Electricity plays a most importook a dig at those who burn ject
whether these interviews were given When "No" was replied, the visitors
to
the
oil"
the "midnight,
were informed that they would get
tant part. The grandfather would
by club men, known or unknown. A?
itune of the "Midnight Choo Choo."
to
'
was
such
this
tho
that
things
we
know
it:
one party expressed
be amazed at the radiance of the modThe publisher of the "New Mexican"
MASS of humanity amusement of Santa Feans.
GREAT
the
where
New
the
Mexican,
the city editor of
"I say to you, that the tenth com
ern home and why all this light? To
on this subject.
and several other Santa Feans not stands A
mandment, should not be broken as it
of Time.
Murderer
make the home more homelike to make
members of the Presbyterian church,
dance is an evil. Why? hriH been in this city, leading to the
listened to the sermon the represen- - I "The rag
divorce
exclaimed
the
court,"
speaker.
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
believe it an evil for six reasons1
tative of the New Mexican having re
The Remedy.
is a murderer of
it
because
"First,
ceived a special invitation to hear the
for father, mother and children. Good light
As a remedy for the dance and card
time. Life is made up of many days,
Mr.
rag rapped.
"evils,"
the
McColIough
urged
short or long and these days ought
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
It was noticed that several promi- to be expended for that which counts! forming of a federation of Santa Feans
desired.
nent rag enthusiasts of Santa Ke oc- for the most. Not long ago I talked who will have nothing to do with rag
cupied seats on the main aisle, and to some one about taking a walk to parties and bridge clubs and who will
devise some "wholesome and elevatseemed rather abashed as the minisBishop's ranch or out to the Frijoles,
ter told the congregation that "look and
much amazement was shown at ing" pastime which shall take their
around where you will, you will see such exercise. Yet men and women place.
Teachers Favor Tango.
marks of dissipation in faces!" Em- will
spend that much energy on the
barrassing? Well rather, considering dance floor in a pastime which' pays
(From
Pittsburgh Leader.)
the fact that there was a ripping, rolBridgeport, Conn., Sept. 4. Of all
when ended.
nothing
into
licking rag dance Saturday night
the "speed" dances which have been
Horrors of "Rag Chamber."
the wee Bmall hours of Sunday morn!
the rag dance is a mock at analyzed by the International Associa"Second,
said
it
be
But these raig enthusiasts
There have been men shot tion of Masters of Dancing, which yesto their credit did not attempt to modesty.
down on the outside of homes because terday began a three days' session
mindoze in church. No, not while the
of indiscretions and offenses not near- here, the "tango," the "hesitation
IS QUITE SO
ister was discussing the "rag cham-jbe- r ly so flagrant as take place iii the
koo" and "peathe
waltz,"
"hitchy
as to touch the button and
horrors" without mincing words. rag chamber. When it comes to look- cock
glide" are all right if danced
Just who is to put up $50,000 or" ing at a woman in a sandwich dance, with decorum.
is ready to cook your
anti-rasheet, I ask you is there anything of elegance
$100,000 to run a daily
This is the opinion laid down after
ir. Santa Fe on different lines from
iron
I
ready to use, your toasted
say again first consideration of the steps in
or politeness in THAT?
the New Mexican (and the great New it is a mock at modesty.
P.
dances.
of
tiiese
H,
hurried
breakfast, your vacuKelly,
Holyoke,
ready for the
papers
York, Chicago and 'Frisco
Third, the rag dance leads to ex- .Mass., secretary of the association, de- for
the
which have been printing columns and cesses of one kind or another.
um
am in
cleaner
fray, your washer
ready
dared (hat the "turkey trot," the
pages about the 'turkey trot' and
to cool the heat
fan
terested in honest men, in uprigm "horso trot" and the
to
cleanse,
ready
ready
"grizzly bear"
with elaborate illustrations) was men, in men who pay Uieir bills and
ed rooms. Electricity will do every thing
not divulged. In view of a similar I have no use for men who don't. Go were vulgar.
"We will never recognize them," he
rumor that a new daily would be to the grocers and merchants of this
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
launched in Santa Fe started about city and they will tell you that they said. "The dancing is from the hips
day and night' Estimates and full inforthe time the "New Mexican" was are carrying large sums of credit on up instead of from the hips down, as
mation cheeerfully given.
door
so
not
much
a
certain
about
is
what
the
articles
is
It
proper.
printing
their books. And in many cases this
nailed, up at the Old Palace to the al- indebtedness is due to the desire for turkey trotters do with their feet.
leged inconvenience of several promi- the social, the society life when they That does not count. It's the posinent workers in that Old Palace, the can't afford to pay for it.
tion which leads to vulgarity."
threat uttered yesterday was scarcely
The association during its session
"Fourth, the rag dance is not edifythrilling.
ing. I would be ashamed of myself as will unify the steps of the approved
The sermon may not have thrown a preacher if you didn't know where I donees in order to teach them corstand on this question. 1 will say that rectly.
any great, new light on the
varieties of dance fantastique; it may those participating In the rag are 'not.
Denver Interested.
not have explained just why some of noted for any remarkable advance in
The Santa Fe "New Mexican" has
these rag dances, declared as harm-- i the Christian life. Do you my friends found the rag dance discussion one of
should know of any one who has championed news one of interest. But what about
less as the waltz and
come under the same ban put on the the cause of ragging and ever led a other
newspapers? A dispatch receiv'tango,' the 'turkey trot,' and the soul to Jesus Christ by that means? ed at noon today from The Denver
'sandwich,' it may not have been clear I should be glad to meet such a unique Post says:
TO EASTFRN POINTS VIA
on the point raised that the rag is individual.
"City Editor New Mexican:
not worthy of the name 'dance,' when
"Fifth. The rag dance breaks down
s
150 words giving Rev.
"Rush
Mexico
Central and El Paso & Southwestern.
New
the standard dictionary distinctly the battlements of home. What is the
six reasons against ragging."
states that a dance is a series of home life of today? Certainly not the
SANTA FE TO CLOUDCROFT, N. H., AND RETURN, $12.10.
rhythmic bodily movements and steps home life of yesterday! It is not the
taken either alone, or with another or life in which parents are manifesting
a
others but it did raise the question an interest in the mental and spiritual
as to what is to replace dancing and development of the children given to
card games in Santa Fe if these two their race. Today a father and mother
forms of amusement are to be abolish- leave the children in the care of some
ed.
domestic and spend the remainder of
The "New Mexican" is not taking the night or ,at least until the wee
sides, pro or contra rag, but it is try- small hours of the morning in a pasing to print the news about a topic time that counts for nothing. Children
which is much discussed from ocean are allowed to grow up just like anito ocean judging by the stacks of pa-- I mals as a result.
"Sixth. The rag dance too often
pers which arrive each day from all
Keeping the little ones neatly
points of the United States. There-- i blots out the realization that there
and provided with the
dressed
fore, at the peril of bringing a news-- ! is a judgment seat before which the
proper tools for work and play
paper rival to Santa Fe (!) the New deeds of body and words of mouth
P Rates and Full Information Call On or Address
Mexican today prints another article must be accounted for. But this pasis a good investment.
L. H. GIBSON, T., F. & P. Agt., N. M. C. R. R., SANTA FE,
on the rag dance question and it is time darkens the spiritual eye, deafens
It builds character and self rea synopsis of the sermon of the Rev. the ear to the eternal voice which
cr EUGENE FOX, G. Pass. Agt., E. P- - & S., EL PASO, TEX.
when all men
final
the
of
Z. McColIough.
day
speaks
spect and pays dividends in
jB.
must be judged."
He said in part:
happiness, good manners, and
Quotes "Current Opinion."
"My subject today will not be a sen-- i
good morals.
then picked up a copy
The
speaker
sational one as some of you may have of a
which he said was CurProviding for the needs of
been led to believe; I shall talk on a rent magazine and
quoted from it exchildren is a science to which
consistent rule of conduct as it shall tractsOpinion
and turkey trot,
on
the
tango
meet every question of life as it comes
many manufacturers and mer
the writer declaring that many of the
before you. I speak to those who are
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY
of the "tango" are imitative of
chants devote their busy lives.
solicitous on the subject and not mor- - steps
the treacherous steps taken by the
I
text
shall
curious.
take
my
bidly
Now is their show season
habitues of low resorts 'in Buenos
from 21st and 22nd verses of the first
and through the advertising colAyres.
book of Thessalonians,-fiftchapter,
Athletic Advantages.
umns of live newspapers like
wherein It is stated : 'Hold- - fast to
Mr. McColIough then picked up a
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
from
abstain
and
is
The Santa Fe New Mexican
good
jthat which
Saturof
"New
Mexican"
of
the
copy
of
evil.'
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
'every appearance
they are telling you what they
day in which was an extract from the
What is Evil?
New York Evening worm teinng or
have done.
"My friends, I may say right here the alleged athletic' advantages of the
Telephone 9 W
104 DON GASPER ST.
Advertising completes the cirthat evil is not something new but "dip" in the rag dances as a flesh reand
of
service
the
the
cle
of
some
in
as
how
new
are
brings
and
certain
ducer
only
walking
aspects
'only
Said
we turn to the book of revelations rag dances is a good exercise.
news directly to your home.
'when things were different And I the Bpeaker: "I notice this paper asks
You can plan at your own fireoften think is it not wonderful that what the reverend gentleman thinks
there should not be a golden age about the subject I should just as
side, using the advertising for
from which man is descended? It is soon have the 'reverend' left off. What
your guide.
in this book, however, we read of man do I think about it? I will say that
And the children will be the
not depraved of man walking in pur- - those who hold that these rag dances
furnish excellent exercise are hopeity.
and happier for your
better
-:- Day or Nifhl Pboae, 130 Main.
subLicense Nimbers,
"Today we see that the clutch of lessly in the minority; it is only a
evil is evident it is even in our terfuge for dancing the 'tango' and
Next Door to Postoffice.
midst. Look round you where you the 'turkey trot'. If there are women
cause:
It is a murderer of time.
It is a mock at modesty.
It leads to many excesses.
It brings no soul to Christ.
It breaks down battlements
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Here is a Home Treatment
that Overcomes even

!

INSTITUTE

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

Begems

Lupus Worst Form
of Skin Diseases

WITHJIVAL

WINTER GROCERY CO.

MILITARY

anything which stands in the

way of development anything which
thwarts us in extending a good influence on those with whom we come
in contact.
The "Rag Evil."
IF DISCUSSIONS ABOUT THE NAUGHTY
"And right here I may slate that
is a certain kind of evil called
RAG DANCE
KEEP UP, THE REV. there
ragging. I speak of this evil, not beAN cause it is a question of great interBELIEVES
B. Z. M'COLLOUGH
est as our beloved guest, the newspaANTI-RASHEET WILL BE START- per scribe here, would have us believe.
I speak of it because of complaints I
ED IN SANTA FE.
have heard uttered in public about the
local daily paper devoting so much
space to this subject of ragging a
RAPS "RAG CHAMBER"
a subject which has been treated so
frequently and plainly in our midst.
An Anti-Ra- g
AND "RAG WRITERS"
Paper?
"I believe that if this policy of the
paper is to continue that it will be
only a few months when Santa Fe
will see another paper started here
McCOLLOUGH EPIGRAMS
and that it will be an organ which
ON RAG DANCE RAGE.
will get the majority of the subscrib
The rag dauce is an evil be- -

Butter, 2 lbs. 65c

NEW MEXICO

will, you will see marks of dissipation i
in faces.
"Now what is the definition of evil?'
It is anything that darkens the vision
of the Almighty; anything which deafens our ears to the message of the
Most High; anything that hinders our
feet from walking on the path of pro-
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tion by said District Court, all the the east side from north to south
NOTICE OF SALE.
District Court of the United right, title, interest and estate of the!,llree hundred and thirteen feet; on
aml ,hrty
States for the District of New Mexico. said Ixuis Napoleon at the time of his ithe wsl fide tl'ree nml-ethree feet; on the south side one hun- In the matter of Louis Napoleon,
in bankruptcy, and all "eldre(i and gix fPe(
adjudication
Bankrupt. No. 8. In Bankruptcy.
right, title and interest, that the un-- j
Terms and conditions of sale: $2,500
Notice is hereby given, that in pur- dersigned Trustee in
Bankruptcy has
of
a decree and order of sale by decree of the court, by operation of ot the amomU . b,d is ,o hp jn t.asj
suance
.

'the
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bill, but says this hud; the I'niicd Statt
le
of
nothing to do with his vote on loan lion linllars a day
fail-ismirk legislation. He admits that he which is wasted b
DISCHARGES
to
took a letter from Mulhall to James I'. lire to build the rig
BELIEVED IN j
I
lure
ird, general manager of tho N. A. meet local reciuirenie
GIVEN
.M.'s protective league, but. says the to provide for contini
..aiutenauce.
24 HOURS
letter was sealed aud its contents un
J
inav..h,p lln,ln
B,,.,rnv!,, nf
Each Cap- A correspondent interested
of the District Court of the United
in the
known to him and that his reason for
kuIo hears (MIDY!.
-THE
HUMOROUS
TO
lZk
AFFAIR
SIDE
States for the District of New Mexico,
the
,,h!iA
j
j,oing 10 New York to see Bird was to effort, of Senator Myers 10 alienate
made and entered of record on the
Mrware fif ciwnterftit j
the government's coal to the Chicago.
at tne lime oi iu "ujuuito Ihnnkolilo nntn
; ''' the lll,t"' 10
WISMNRTIIN
lo a mortgage
IN
uaimrupi
M'nFRVMT
m.H
.
...
...............
22nd day of July A. II., 191 :i. in that tion or
AI.I, lllircidlNTH j
Milwaukee
and St. Paul railroad
p .JIlils ,lla
DaiiKruptcy, or, m anu iu l
j,,, Ket
r.llein(i
real estutP said note to be due
certain cause entitled "Frank M. Jones,
uescnoea rea esiaiu bhu jOiie year from date of sale and to
writes. '1 hear that the senate lead-er- f
GOT
THE
ROADS
tu
t k
Mccormick
lonowing
$500G00D
Trustee jn Bankruptcy, of l.ouis Na- premises,
jd
have promised certain western informal maimer, his name was not
!bear interest at ten nercent from Hip
poleon, complainant, vs.
AND RURAL CREDITS HITCHED
Umis
"A certain lot and parcel of land
h hud been made to .Mulhall, but senators in return for their votes on l.nown to the hospital authorities nor
of
its
ion.
BD.
eX(,rll(
and
1epds
et als., defendants," and nums
with all and singular the
which he had cashed by signing Mill-- tin. tariff bill that, there shall be a to the police of the stockyards station,
t0 be at the expense of the
CONSERVATION AND TARIFF,
bered 204 on the docket of said court, gether
iuss and improvements thereon erec- - jp,lrci,aBer.
The purchaser to assume
hall's name, but says this had nothing loosening up on the subject of conser- who had found him unconscious on tha
the undersigned, the Trustee in Bank...
tea, simaieu. .yii.g .iu urum
;t
to do with work for the N. A. M. And vation, and that there will be some street. In his flight, however, the papayment of, and take the prop- ruptcy of said Louis Napoleon, bank- city of Santa Fe, Precinct No.
Of!
By Gilson Gardner.
McDermott's attorney and some spe- chance for getting power sites, min- tient left a shirt wiih his name on tha
purchased by him subject to. all
rupt, will, on Friday, the tenth day the county and city of Santa Fe, in the! erty
the state and county taxes, and all
eral lands, etc. This is not a thing
and this led to his
D. C, Sept. ,y Wash- cial privilege newspapers say that
of October, A. D., 1!)KJ, at the hour siate ui rtrw
Washington,
imuiiuu mi uif
of ten o'clock in the forenoon, at the east by lands and premises now or assessments of whatever name or na- ington is getting a dose of tax reform. I erinott's explanation ha.s been emi- that is entirely new. During the tight
j
now or may become The results are humorous.
)ure Whjcn are
The new rently satistaetoiy and that the com- on the tariff in s::2, Henry Clay said:
south front door of the Federal formerly of (J. Napoleon; on the west !hprp'aftPI.
"You should have seen the disposition
urgeable to. or a lien commissioners found that the
mittee will vindicate.
Building in the city of Santa Fe, slate by tanas ana promises now or formeragainst the property purchased
by
made on Thursday last of my reso- - WHAT THEY SAY OF
had been getting rich
of New Mexico, sell at public auction ly of Rieardo Gorman
and Teresita him; the
or
now
heretofore
mortgage
to the highest and best bidder, upon Ortiz de Lucero; on the north by the
tiood roads and rural credits have lution respecting the tariff. On that
in real estate while prominent
VIRGINIA BEAN
some developments were
the terms and conditions hereinafter Acequla de Analco; and on the south standing against said property in the citizens had been getting low assessMtehM,! tnireilier In n hill nro- eeeasion
to
howof
Chaves
mime
be,
Miguel
r
scheme wiii. h 1 have long
ments. Therefore the new commis- nosed bv Repuresental ive K. K. Hath-mentioned, and subject to confirms-- j by Manhanttan street; measuring on ever, satislied and
Tc Hie Derthicl, Clubs and Fraterni- discharged by the
that certain portions
suspected
decided
scheme
to
t ;ek
fire
Ohio.
sioners
Ilatrick's
of
some
the
of
as
ties:
directed
by decree
undersigned,
to
were
s0i'li
purdisposed
assessors. .Nothing doing. Assessors sounds almost as easy as the. tradi-of the court.
Dear
Friends: Among the young
to
chase
their tariff doctrines
support
nPKiir hv
r,f lirii.,,
tiaimeu uiey were uppointeu tor lite; i, ,..,i
TOA.VK M. JOXKS.
."..
st.,ip'K l'.v a total sacrifice of the public lands violinists of my acquaintance I know
ti,
Trustee in Hankruptcy of Louis commissioners could appoint them but
" western states within which of none who is better qualified to ful
nobody could fire them. With the aid is to borrow monev at 0 12 per cent,'"
Napoleon.
are situated:
It will fail in its fill the exacting demands of a recital
4
a
'hoy
to
a
at
cf
a
the fanner
'ami lend it
Pated September .".th, Iffl:!.
per
locksmith,
policeman and
at list than Miss Virginia Bean, Withto
but
be denounced.'
it
ii.cbject,
Income
$
ought
one
of
assessor's desk was cent making an annual
signed order
out particularizing about the technical
;
r.i;i,iMMJ by this process, which amount
taken trom nun ami a substitute
PEACE CONFERENCE
and temperamental excellences of her
Kesuli :
to local could be contributed to a sinking fund MURPHY DID NOT
Appeal
FORMALLY OPENED TODAY stalled.
vork I may simply say that she is a
tc wipe out a bond issue by which the
Constantinople, Sept. 8. The Turko- - courts, writs of quo warranto,
WANT OPERATION young virtuoso of the rarest natural
peace conference, called to damns all the writs that are known ;(,vernmeiit could build $1,700,000,000
endowments graced by a degree of
worth of roads. Fine and simple.
negotiate settlement of the question to the profession. And behold
technical
in dispute between the two nations, lor Joe llailey with several valued asX.
There was a in one of mastery truly phenomenal
Chicago, Til., Sept.
her years.
was opened here today.
be
will
as
in
the
medicine
of
nerve
sistants
l'utrons
lawyers fighting
street, and Emfight at Thirty-nintI recommend her pnost cordially,
to learn that a German prald avenue and when John Murphy,
interested
jj
both as a teacher and as a performer,
New Mexican
Want Ads alwavs could not pay llailey 's office rent. company which manufactures lecithin who says he was an innocent
C
I
I
That is what happens when special
colestrin lias contracted to buy founder, recovered consciousness he feeling that my reputation for extreme,
bring results. Try it.
mui:ll the hog brains turned out by the!wus 011 an operating table
in Emer conservatism in recommending
privilege, entrenched behind tax
is attacked.
There will be Denmark abbatoirs. Hog brains bring gency hospital with a fine collection sical artists to our societies will bo
Work for the New Mexican.
It
ct glittering knives in sight and Dr. sustained wherever she is beard .
working for you, for Sacta Fe and doings in ihis burg now for several 1 2 5 cents a pound.
Very truly yours,
mouths a legal and municipal
'A'illiani
with
toe new state.
Horrelli,
uprolled
WILBUR M. DERTHICK.
Commissioner of internal Revenue sleeves, all reudy to use them.
Chicago, 111., January C, 1912.
Osborne has drafted a bill for a new
"Whoop!
Work for the New Mexican, it u
Stop! Help:" yelled MurMcIJermott admits ih natured alcohol law by which, it is phy as he
Representative
the
from
operating
jumped
working for you, for Santa Fe and
Miss Virginia Bean gave a
that he got $.")fM) from the lobbyist rep- claimed, the farmer would be able to table.
tha new state.
concert on Tuesday night (X'maa
his
convert
and
still
small
a
set
Dealer's
up
Retail
the
hquor
resenting
With one little gesture,
Murphy eve) at the Y. M C. A.
without
alcohol
into
ex-waste
when
Works
Jones
the
products
association
Dr. Borrelli on the nose, scorMiss Bean, who Is a musician of
$100 Reward, $100.
the cumbersome government regula- banged
The readers of this paper will be cise bill was on the blocks, but says
ing a knockout. With another gesture Marked ability, is always very granow
this
make
which
impossible. and nn adieu he
to do with this leg tions
leaped through the cious in giving other people the pleaspleased to learn that there is at least this had nothing
He admits that be got a
one dreaded disease that science has islation.
window and ran away without regard ure of
.
govern-p.enthearing her and she did so last
Statistics gathered by the
from
Oeorge I).
been able to cure in all Its stages, and thousand dollars
to his injuries.
when she played about 12 setight
show that the average
of
the
head
Horning,
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure id
When Murphy disappeared in this lections.
toward improvement of roads in
the only positive cure now known to alliance when they were trying to kill
The program was varied, some ot
the medical fraternity.
Catarrh being
her selections were classical and some
a
constitutional
disease,
requires
..
a
MB
a ..saw
HITS
THE GREAT vere melodies of X'mas carols. El
treatment.
constitutional
Hall's ' SHUSHANNA OR BUST !" IS SAWYER'S CRY, AS AT LAST, HE
Faso Herald,
Catarrh Cure is taken internally,
BEHIND !
directly upon the blood and mu PERILOUS TRAIL TO NEW ALASKA GOLD DIGGINGS, LEAVING ALL CIVILIZATION
cous surfaces of the system,
thereINTERESTING
by destroying the foundation of the
CORRESPONDENT FOR DAILY NEW MEXICAN PACKS "GRUB- and Barrett had mined together at
and giving the patient STAFF
disease,
E STAMPEDERS,
SETS OUT ON Dawson. We were welcome as a "hiyu
WITH SIXTY-OSTAKE"
AND,
strength by building up the constltu- PASS muckamuck after a long mush" a bis
ACTUAL "MUSH" FOR FABLED WEALTH BEYOND SCOLAI
PERSONALITIES.
nun aim nooioiiug nanut: lu uuilig lis
a
feed after a long journey!
Only
LAST "REGULAR MEAL" R IVALS A COLLATION AT THE
HIS
&
work. The proprietros have so muci)
"sourdough" can appreciate this!
faith in its curative powers that they
homestead is a
Friend Barrett's
offer One Hundred Dollars for any
gravel resting on the lower end of a mighty good place for a newcomer
(By K. O. Sawyer.)
dead
meltThe
ice
is
beneath
6.
case that it fails to cure. Send for list
glacier.
and especially for a Btampeder. He is
McCarthy, Alaska, Sept.
THE ONLY REAL WILD ANIMAL CIRCUS ON EARTH- ing away constantly and a repair crew an experienced guide, a hunter, and if
of testimonials.
or bust!"
is
on
the
all
the
time
in
job
Address F. J. CHEXEY & CO., Tothis particular
There are 61 of us
rebuilding there is anything wanted that he can't
2 PERFORMANCES. DOORS OPEN
ledo, Ohio.
bunch of stampeders to the new gold the road bed where it caves in.
supply, it is still to be recorded. He
are
on
There
both
sides of owns the typewriter on which this
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
glaciers
fields and those three are our watchMEW
FREE
PARADE
milk
the
river
and the
white letter was written and thanks to a
Copper
Take Hall's Family Pills for
words until we reach Scolai pass or
streams from the melting ice take first twist drill he supplied I was able to
perish
one
channel and then another.
We came up from Cordova together
get the patent calks screwed into
Hut this is the most direct, route in- Grub Stake's shoes after two hours'
on the train last, night.
to
the great valley of the Tanana and work.
Some, who continue to disregard all
Living at Barrett's is some "skook-um- "
warnings against attempting to go in the Yukon. The Alaska railway comand enough food mission recommends it as the route
without a
good. The menu here given will
railroad. The show you there is really good food in
to last through the winter, shouldered for the government
their packs and hit the trail last night. original cost of building the line was Alaska:
Radishes and Lettuce
great, but the upkeep, now that the
They didn't get far.
Alaska Lamb ('hops
The first six miles are said to be the roadbed has settled is not usually
Potatoes
Sauerkraut
worst on any trail in Alaska. This high except in a few spots.
From Shitina, which is the end of
Canned Tomatoes
Canned Pears
part of the trail skirts a swampy side- the main line, a government wagon Sourdough
hill.
Doughnuts
There was good butter, brought in
Others of the 61 are taking a day's road extends to Fairbanks on the Ta- cans from Seattle, and all the other
rest. Some are getting their packs nana.
made up.
Turning east from Chitina the Ken-- trimmings.
nicot branch of the Copper Kiver & The sheep was killed by Barrett on
So we are scattered out all the way
In the
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350 LionsTigers, Leopards

Elephants; Sea lions, Zebras
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An immense display of Farm Products, Horses, Mules, Cattle,

t

Sheep, Swine, Poultry and Pet Stock, Vegetables, Fruits,
Grains and Grasses, Farm Machinery, Wagons, Automobiles, Carriages, Buggies, Merchants' Dis
plays, Musical Instruments, Flowers, Fancy
Work, Pictures and Household Articles.

Correspondent Sawyer and
from here to Clarkin's road house,
nine miles out.
The first 70 miles of this stampede
will be over the regular winter trail
to Whitehorse. It's a nice trail in win-- i
ter, for dogsleds. But old Alaskans,
who came back today from the dig
gings for more food supplies, shake
their heads. They say it's the toughest summer "mushing" they ever hit.
Poor old "Grub Stake" would probably kick loose, run away and risk it
for the winter on wild peas down the
Kennicott river if she knew where she
was going with that pack of mine!
But she's not wise, neither are the
other stampeders' pack horses, and so
we will all be on the trail by daylight.
The ride here on the Copper River
& Northwestern railway- is an experience of a lifetime. There isn't a railroad like it in all North America. The
Guggenhelms were certainly anxious
to get copper out of Bonanza mine
when they built it!
Railroad men of Alaska say that the
late J. P. Morgan financed the road,
without sending an agent to see the
survey, and that when Morgan's man
came up here he threw up his hands
in amazement. Then he commented at
length on the nerve of certain parties
in getting his boss to pay out GOOD
ven
money for such a
t
ture!
Fifteen miles of road is built over
Grub-Stak-

Siprited Speed Contests, Base-

ball Every Day, Automobile and Motor
cycle Races, Carnival and Confetti En

tertainment for alb

-

Write for Premium List to

Frank

A- -

Stortz,

ALBUQUERQUE,

Mgr.,

NEW MEXICO.

hare-braine-

e

Hitting the Wild Trail

That Will Lead Them to Shushanna

or Bust!

Northwestern extends to Blackburn, . a nearby peak. The fresh vegetables
with a spur beyond to the Bonanza! came from his garden!
After a talk with the "sourdoughs"
mine. The whole length of the road
from Cordova to the mine is 195 miles. I found that my outfit was long on
There is a mountain of copper ore at food and short on bedding, so 1 arBonanza, but gold stampeders have ranged a trade with a homesteader up
no interest in copper mines.
the creek, giving B0 pounds of corn
Quite a crowd of stampeders, who meal, an army blanket and crinky
are waiting for horses shipped north bill for a wolf robe seven by nine.
I will
on a freighter from Seattle, greeted
sleep warm on Scolai pass!
The pack is ready and "Grub Stake"
the train here.
Reports from these men and re- is nibbling her laBt mess of oats till
turned stampeders from the gold fields she gets back. I have a map with the
were more encouraging than those at wild pea fields marked so she will
Cordova, and there was a correspond- feed well on the way over. Now for
a little snooze in Barrett's "regular
ing rise in spirit among us new
'
bed" and then we'll join the rear guard
Warnings to men without noise not of the "sixty-one.- "
P. S. On advice of "sourdough"
to go in were heeded by five. Two
We
who had horses decided to give up, as Barrett I am taking a gun.
tney were not prenared to deve'op "stampeding miners" must have fresh
rrospective claims bofore the winter j meat. Oh, you great Alaska white
sets in. Under the new law it is us v i sheep.
less to stake a placer claim unless AMERICAN WOMEN CARELESS.
their physical
preparation is made to do the work re
They
qu'red before recording the location. strength and take chances which in
Some one else can come along and the long run cause pain and trouble.
jump the claim, do the work and se- Wet feet, a cold from exposure, negcure the final patent to the ground. lect of such warning symptoms as
Staking on speculation is thus dis- backache, nervousness, bearing own
couraged and men actually ready io pains, all lead to untold suffering. To
ni ne have a better chance.
all such women we want to say Ly-di- a
On arriving O. D Nash, a fellow
E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Comstampeder, who ha'ls from California, pound is the unfailing remedy in such
introduced me to J. E. Barrett, the pio- cases. Thousands of American womneer homesteader of McCarthy. Nash en
to its virtue.
testify

HALL.

of mui
Wm. Hall, superintendent
nicipal docks in Tacoma, who has put
the docks on a profit making basis, is
a union workingmau who has mada
good in political life.
Hall was born in New York in 18G7,
moved to Knoxville, Tenn., when 12,
was sent back to Rome, N. Y., to learn
the machinist trade, then returned to
Knoxville and got married at 21.
He made good as a machinist, became foreman In the Chicago & Alton
shops, was twice elected to the Tennessee legislature, got the first child
labor law passed, then came to Tacoma.
Being politically inclined as well as
a good mechanic, he jumped into the
campaign to help elect Mayor Seymour and was rewarded with the job
of dock superintendent and has mada
the waterfront average nearly $1000 4
month over operating expenses, to the
city paving interest, and still piling up
a sinking fund to pay for the whole
property.

Hall is a strong union man, does not
drink nor use tobacco and the council
boosted his salary this year from $100
to $12" a month.

WANTS MONEV FOR
A RIDE ON RAIL
Sept. 8. Mrs. Minvictim ot the recent
railriding party at Volo, 111., began
suit against six women alleged by her
to have participated in the affair.
Mrs. Richardson was removed from
her home where she lived with her invalid husband and astride a rail, carried through the streets of Volo by a
number of women, who charged that
she neglected caring for her husband
while carriage riding with a relative.
After romping through the streets,
making her the target for the sight
and jeers of town loafers and small
boys, she was dumped into a mud pudWaukegon,

111.,

nie Richardson,

dle.
The women of the "rail party" afterward posed for their pictures in a
group, holding the rail.
Mrs. Richardson
dropped out of
sight until her injuries healed, and
little had been heard from her until
she filed the damage suit. She asks
for $100,000 damages.
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BASEBALL. Do Yon Fee! Chilly
OK
Standing of the Clubs.
Feverish and Ache all Over

n

National League.
Feel worn oat blue and tired 1 Don't let your cold develop
Won Lost Pet.
Club
said Cullop recently, "have planned to that stonewall infield, there was no New York
into bronchitis, pneumonia or catarrh. The
4'i
S7
.6!
reliable alterbeis
Another
from
for
chance
and tome which hue proven its value in the past 40 years is
south
defeat.
to
ALL
motor
game
ative
SCRAPPERS.
the
OF
'EM
through
41)
.605
'....75
ROBINSONS -TPhiladelphia
Cleveland at the close of the season. ing arranged for next Sunday, when
74
57
.565
Chicago
DR.
We will spend three or four days in it. is hoped they will be able to go the Pittsburg
H
IN
70
.542
FIGHT
MEANS
ROBINSON, LIKE THE NAME OF HARRIGAN,
to
will
I
my
bacon.
who
the
decide
go
the
limit
and
gets
trip.
making
69
.448
BUT
5i
Boston
EACH
OTHER
YET,
FOUGHT
THEY HAVEN'T
FRISCO
mother's home at Chilhowie for a
72
.443
55
Brooklyn
PROSPECTS ARE GOOD.
f
visit, and it is probable that I will go
.411
55
79
Cincinnati
Restores activity to the liver and to the circulation the blood is
to Cuba again to pitch during the win- TWO CHAMPIONS
HO
46
.338
St. Louis
purified, the digestion and appetite improved and the whole body
in
been
have
correspondI
season.
ter
T
feels the invigorating force of this extract of native medicinal
MEET
TO
ence with the Cuban management,
plants. In consequence, the heart, brain and nerves feel the
American League.
refreshing influence. For over 40 years this reliable remedy has
and am expecting to make a satisfacWon Lost Pet.
Club
at S p. m. at the Montezuma
been
sold in liquid form by ail medicine dealers. It can now also '
Tonight
tory arrangement to. put in the winter billiard parlors, Champion Catton will Philadelphia
..So
.654
45
be obtained in tablet form in $1.00 and 60c boxes. If your druggist "
so
season getting' valuable training,
doesn't keep it, send 50
stamps to R. V.Pierce, M.D. Buffalo.
52
.606
.. ..SO
meet Frank Quinby, of .Albuquerque, Cleveland
that I will lie all the! better qualified to "late champion of Iowa, and the style Washington
56
5)6
The Common Sense Medical Adviser a book of
6.'!
65
.508
get in regularly when the American of play will be
fl
in, Balk- - Boston
pages answers au meuicai questions.
juto
Send 31 c in
66
68
.507
League season opens next spring."
stamps to Ii. V. Pierce, M.D.
the championship style of play, Hiicago
line,
Toe
74
.435
Sneaking of great fielders,
57
which has seldom been witnessed In Petroit
51
Jackson says: "f regard Tris Speaker New Mexico. The game will be for f t. Louis
84
.378
toas the greatest fielder in the game
83
.347 in December. Negotiations
between was not technically proved. The ver44
300 points, and E. C. Durke has been New York
Johnson's manager, Leon See, and Dan dict of manslaughter was returned on
day. You can't put a ball in Speaker's selected as referee.
field, unless you ground it, that he
McKetrick, who has Moran's interests August 9 by a coroner's jury against
American Association.
A request has been made that ladies
can't get. He can run back almost be allowed to witness these games,
Won Lost Pet. in hand, have been going on for some Benjamin Jewell, whose seven year
Club
.601 time, and McKetrick received a cable old daughter died from diphtheria
57
86
any distance and get a fly. He lias and Proprietor Oatman extends an in- - M 'iwaukee
.."S3 gram from See, stating that his terms while undergoing
robbed me of hlfs by snatching them
60
81
Christian Science
from the scoreboard, and it Isn't worth land
64
.566 have been accepted. McKetrick had treatment. Jewell declared today that
S3
their ladies; seats will be (
bring
"
while to try to put a fly beyond his reserved for them and every comfort il.- - uisvilie
65
.542 asked a guarantee of $5,000, the privi he was aware that the child was suf77
.448 lege of 30 per cent of the gate receipts fering from diphtheria.
65
80
reach, for no matter where it goes. If assured. This will be Champion Cat- - S'. Paul .
S3
.424 and the expenses incurred in going
it finds Its way through either border ton's last appearance, as he starts on Kansas Ci y
61
Justice Rowlatt directed the jury to
of bis field he is not going to let it get a tour of Colorado and Arizona cities
S2
.423 to Paris and training Moran. The ex- acquitt Jewell on the ground of insuffi60
jToledo
.3!K act date of the bout has not been
86
to the ground."
55
cient evidence, but, turning to the
Tndianapoli )
exhibitions. After the
Jackson made this comment at the giving Mr. Catton will give an exhibi- he declared emphatically:
(game,
close of a game in which Sneaker had ilion of fancv and trick shots tor the!
Western League.
robbed him of two drives that looked benefit of those ladies attending.
Won Lost Pet.
Club
FEATURES ARE
affairs.
.624
53
SS
good for
A COURTROOM MATINEE
The silver loving cups, first prizes Denver
.557
62
7S
TO BE PRESENTED
in the pocket-hillarand billiard Des Moines
66
.539
77
Lincoln
CURTAINS NOW
68
.51S
AS TEACHER
the winners, E. C. Burke and C. W. St. Joseph
Fifty features are presented by the
.486
73
69
WOLGAST
FOR AD
Omaha .'.
Chavez.
A I. G . Barnes big three ring wild ani76
64
iTopeka
SO
.437 mal circus. The program is entirely
62
Sioux City
San Francisco, Calif., Sept. S. It's
MOTHER GIVES DAUGHTERS A LESSON BY
S7
.383 new and different from any other ever
54
Wichita
curtains for Ad Wolgast. He will MANY PENNANT
offered.
more entertaining, more
Its
TAKING THEM
TO THE
TRIAL IN SAN
never fight again. Once looked upon
RACES AMONG
more thrilling. Among
educational,
AGAINST
as the world's greatest lightweight, he
FRANCISCO AS WARNING
TO
l
the many special features offered are
MINORS CLOSE
is now but a shadow of his former
'
the
African
DAY'S PERILS.
prelion,
Nero,"
riding
American League.
pugilistic self, and, while he is well
sented by Miss Maude Roberts; Capt.
Springfield, 111., Sept. S. The fourfixed financially, he is broke as u
New York at Washington.
Stonewall and his educated sea lions;
Three-race of the
annual
teenth
at
came
finish
The
recently
fighter.
By JACK JUXGMEYHR.
Mile. Florlne and her trained persian
National League.
Oakland when he boxed Joe Azevedo, league was won yesterday by Quincy,
San FrauciBco, Cal., Sept. H. "We
Miss
lions
and
eiopards,
pumas;
This is the third time that the Quincy
r
St. Louis at Chicago.
are going to the matinee," announced
a good little boxer, but a
Aiable stork and the world's only
the mother, quietly.
Pittsburgh at Cincinnati (2).
and a man whom Wolgast of a couple club has won a pennant since the time
troupe of trained Royal Bengal tigers;
was introduced
Her two daughters, sixteen and sevBrooklyn at New York.
of years ago would have finished in organized baseball
Thornton
and
twelve
and
Maj
grizzly
In
18S8.
finished
at
in
Boston
there
(2).
looked at her
Dubuque
Philadelphia
It was
enteen,
Azevedo
a
rounds.
few
outfought
'
Siberian bears; a large elephant herd an order rather than sharply.
Left to Right Jack Robinson, Willie Robinson and "Bubbles" Robinson. him, and at the end of 10 rounds he
an invitation,
place. The closing of the season
in
and
clever
very
comedy
orposing
American Association.
yesterday may mark the end of the
hinting at something unpleasant.
What's in a name? San Francisco, gast took place in Los Angeles just vas the victor.
acts.
"Sampson," the aviation lion;
Toledo at Milwaukee.
which has sent many stars
They knew that mother had made
Al boxed Battling Nelson the
"What's the use of going any fur- ganization
the
school
and
followers of the boxing game are of before
high
dancing some mistake when they approached
riding
Columbus at St. Paul.
made ther," remarked Wolgast at. the finish. to the big leagues. The league has
bout that practically
deal
horses.
the opinion that there is a great
a forbidding grey building, far re
for several weeks and
Indianapolis at Minneapolis (2).
the Michigan Wildcat.
"i don't need to box for a living, as 1 bten wobbling
Louisville at Kansas City.
To climax the list is Herr. Roth moved from San Francisco's theater
in a name that is connected with the
The Ketchel of the trio is Salinas have saved enough from my numer- it is feared sufficient support cannot
to keep it going another
and the $50,000 group of full grown district. This was not a playhouse,
game at present. The Jack. The latter has only engaged in ous fights, championship and others. be found
African bred lions, 24 in number. No and these people crowded in line in
name is Robinson. There are three a few contests in San Francisco, but to keep me comfortably for the rest of year.
l:cn act ever shown equals this one the corridors they were not waiting
Eastern League Closes Season.
boxers lightweights by that moni- each fight ended via the "kayo" route. tu y life.
toi size or clever wild animal training. for the matinee.
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story."
and KUlifer; Quinn, James
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league closed yesterday with Oshkosh,
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a
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6. James in whispers, but merciless men within
Bristol, Tenn., Sept. S. Although
"Cullop is a bit too nervous to go a few
Penn.,
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and
some
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time
Alexander
and spend
Dooin; Tyler
Battle Creek Cops Flag.
Pitcher Nick Cullop, formerly of the In the box in a pinch," said Joe Jack- there. days
Thorpe, the greatest athlete the world the railing hammered her with shockWhaling.
Maybe I'll stay there for good
ever produced, left here after a twen ing questions, forcing out the shame
.Mich., Sept. 8. The Battle
Detroit,
Bristol team of the Appalachian son recently, "but if given a show at and become a sure
rancher."
enough
hours stay during which he ful admissions.
Creek team won the pennant in the
League, but who went to the big show regular work he is destined to make
At Cincinnati (First game)
The faces of the two daughters were
Southern Michigan league this year,
from the New Orleans Pelicans, of good."
15 15 0 astounded his friends by announcing
Pittsburgh
Then
r.i ishiiig the season with a. percentage
the Southern League, has been called Cullop and Jackson are special BASEBALL GAME
2 7 2 his engagement to marry Miss Mar red with sympathetic shame.
Cincinnati
cl' .S2S.
garet I. .Miller, a beautiful Cherokee the judge spoke, looking directly at
ttpon to pitch but three full games friends, Jackson and his wife and Oil- and
Packard,
Adams
Ames,
Simon;
AT PENITENTIARY
Indian maiden now in California, but them:
Central Flag to Grand Rapids.
for the Cleveland Naps, he has fully lop are stopping at the same house
Harrington and Clarke, Blackburn.
"I notice two young girls in the
a resident of Otoe, Okla.
demonstrated to Manager Joe Birm- - in Cleveland
Fort Wayne, Iud., Sept. 8. Grand
The bans will be published In St. courtroom," he said. "Is their mother
"Mr. and Mrs. Jackson and mvself,
Yesterday afternoon at the New i.apias carnea on me pennant in me
Ingham and to Cleveland fans that he
At New York
with them? Very well,
Mexico state penitentiary, the Santa Central league for the season of 1913,
t 9 3 Patrick's Church here and the pair or a chaperone
Brooklyn
remain at their own responsibill"e White Sox battled
four innings which closed with1 yesterday's game. New York
8 13 0 will be married on a date in October they
to be determined by the conclusion ity."
with the crack penitentiary team, and Fort Wayne, the champions of 1912,
Ragan and McCarthy, Ilecklnger;
Now their faces were scarlet. Men
MIQUE FISHER SPINS YARNS OF BARNSTORMING when the heavy downpour of rain stop-re- finished second,
of the world's baseball series.
McLean.
and
Meyers,
Marquard
to look at them with curlthe game at the end of the fourth
Jim will take his bride on a honey- had turned
Atlanta Wins Southern Pennant.
moon tour around the world. He will ing lips.
the score stood one to nothing
New Orleans, Sept. 8. New Orinning
American League.
DELIGHTS THAT LIE OVER PACIFIC OCEAN.
"O mother, .let's go," they pleaded.
be a member of the New York Giants
in favor of the White Sox. It was one leans defeated Mobile 5 to 2 in the last
"This is horrible."
baseball
world
cf the most scientific exhibitions ever game of the Southern league season.
barnstorming
touring,
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"We will stay," she said with final
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MADE IN 1913
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another good mother, had found it
American Association.,
that much money.
and allowing the Sox player to leans in the order named.
such a dreadful ordeal to sit down
"We played in Canton, China, to a score the only run of the game.
snares
Houston Finshes First.
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counting it. It amounted to $42.68.
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center for the season ending yesterday.
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when it .was announced that
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BUSINESS PROPERTY on San Francisco
Street. .Rents for $185.00 per month.
Cheap, if taken at once.
.

PATTERNS,

SHAPES,

In Chicago.

BOO

by us
We show only what

is being shown in the East.

IS GIVEN.

BIG

CELEBRATION
DRAW

AT END OF MONTH

MRS. W. LINDHARDT

PEOPLE FROM ALL

125 Palace Ave.

At a meeting o the New-OlSanta
Fe committee of the chamber of comNEW
OVER
AND ALSO
MEXICO
merce held at the office of tho secre
AUTOOF
AMERICAN
MEMBERS
tary on last Saturday afternoon it wa
decided lo postpi
the final date of
MOBILE ASSOCIATION.
X
closing the New Old Santa Fe archi- T tectural prize competition to October
1st.
EAGER TO MAKE 400
This two weeks extension from Sep-

RESIDENCE (Brick) eight rooms best
of location. Cost owner about $8,000.

DRY

IA$H SALE

Cut Prices in All Departments.
'Lhi

PHONE 180.

SAN FRANCISCO ST.

INSURE WITH HAYWARD

N

MILE CIRCLE DRIVE

CALL AND SEE US.

WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.

PERSONALS
A
Is

CO

GOODS

FEATHER

was personally selected

MECCA

HAVE

tember lath was deemed necessary
because of the number of contestants
who got into action late. The contest
Will sell for $6,500 if taken within next 10 days
is exciting an unusual interest and this
EiRht-rooBungalow, Completely furnished. Jjcxteiision was made in justice to all
Best of location.
(
$60.00 per month.
oiiipetltors.
There is yet time for those who
Two nicely furnished rooms, Palace Ave.
'have not given this mutter a passing
thought to get into line and win one
or all of the five prizes offered below:
First Prize Best design dwelling.
three to six rooms, $iuO.
(C. A. BISHOP, PROP.)
Second Prize Second best design,
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE, LOANS, SURETY BONDS.
(.'welling, three to six rooms, $50.
Third Prize Best design gateway,

FOR SALE

IN

NOVELTIES, ETC.
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MOTORISTS

I

SUBSCRIBERS:
Telephone tne Postal Tele- - It
graph company if you do not get X
your paper and one will be de- livered to you at onc.
TO OUR

AND

REST CONTENT.

Several fine building lots
on Marcy Street at a more
than reasonable price. Also
lots on Buena Vista and Don Gaspar Avenues.
Two acres in fruit on one of main streets.
An ideal home site.

FOR

ALE

Are you going to Tans to take in
the Indian dance and celebration SepOr. ('. n. Ellioit, of Dawson, is a
1?
tember
visitor here.
This is the question heard in motor
John liecker, Jr., of Helen, is at tho
circles here, in Albuquerque, in Las
in ltalon yes, in many places. .Montezuma.
Rooms 8 and 9, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
Frank Lavan left this morning on
A meeting of a half dozen or more
motor enthusiasts of this cily was held a business trip to Denver.
IF IT'S REAL ESTATE,: HAYWARD HAS IT.
::::
1. D. Draper, the weLl known sales
at the oftitlice of H. I'. Krvien at the
tiate capitol Saturday afternoon, to man, is here from Albuquerque.
make arrangements for hotel accomHarry Clancy left this morning for
modations. It was deemed inadvis- Truchas peaks for a short vacation.
$10.
Phone, 189 J.
l'"red P. Kahnt of Albuquerque, is in J
reserve rooms for all the party
Uttut Hniivn fiUrn tn able to
FnliWll
WILL MAKE AN ATTRACTto Ihe impossibility the city on one of his periodical visits,
:
119 San Francisco St.,
at
this
time
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
owing
IVE GIFT.
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B.
an
from
J
Barber,
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attorney
getting every one to "sign up."
of Santa Fe railroad in eastern
of Necklaces, Cuif Buttons,
with "its" and these' Lincoln, N. ,M is spending a few days
are
several
There
.MMMT.f' way
t
New Mexico. $5.
Stick Pins, Lockets, etc., made of Gold and Turquoise. All
will probably have to make their own in the city.
Fifth Prize Best, design for street
articles have been made at our store, and tourists are invited
Judge li. F. Adams of Albuquerque,
as soon as they decide.
arrangements
marker, $3.
to look at the skilled workmen who turn out these beautiful
Word has been received from Albu- - is in the city today on business before
Note All these designs must be in '
court.
pieces of jewelry.
L. A. HUGHES,
that motorists of the Duke the supreme
J. CRICHT0N,
POLLARD,
New-OlSanta Fe style as laid down querque
R. 11. Sims, receiver of the 1". S.
are becoming interested in this
City
hi
contest
President
the prize
land oflice at Las Cruces, is spending
specifications.
Secretary.
Managers Treasurer.
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
is to take in the
H. C. YONTZ, JEWELER,
a few days in the city.
Remember that one contestant may trip which
Mrs. (Jrunsfeld has
and
drive"
circle
w in
.lames W. Chaves left Sal unlay
any or all of the above prizes.
if she may add her car to the
Remember also that as soon as re- asked
night for Hoswell for a few days stay.
party.
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the
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noi.
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discussing
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Mra K T Johnson and Mrs. II.
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a
boosters
be
r0hMK011i tourists of Winchester, Mass.
expedition
names
the
of those competing and
(INCORPORATED)
Mexico. Anyone wishing a..p ,
D yariras hotel.
awards will be. made solely on the ers for New
Mr. and Mrs. iK. H. Bunnell
to go may inform Mr. Ervien or write
and
merits of designs submitted.
to me. What we desire to know is the Miss Bunnell, of Topeka. Kansas, are
ReHack and
Lines.
rumber of people coming."
registered at the De Vargas.
Colonel E. C Abbott returned lasf
to Join.
Association
can
Best
Rigs you
LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
A letter received from John I'. Dods, night from Camp Perry where he was
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AND
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Mexico
rifle
Hook
New
with
the
Blue
Automobile
manager of the
Miss French, of Denver, has been
139. 3 1 0 San Francisco St.
New York, Sept. X. Speculative in- rnhlishintr conmanv states that the
Phone
BuildRoofing
Shingles, Cement,
terest shifted to the minor stocks to- American Automobile association (appointed stenographer in the
Miss
will reach Pueblo September lor generals office, sncceding
and representative shares, negday
n '"
of Every Description.
ing
lected in the trading revealed a yield- :; and it is evident the fifty or more
Mr. and Mrs. narry i.ee,
Publication of the motorists from the east and middle
ing tendency.
Marshal Hudspeth lelt, early venter- monthly cotton and grain figures and vest intend to take in the Taos fete Muv
mnrnlnir fur ttnswell. trnvcllllir bV
-expectation of news on the tariff bill,
It was at first thought that these p-on business. ourisis wouiu reacn naiuii orj,icuiu
imposed restrictions
Colonel and Mrs. Venceslao .laramil- 7
When it became clear that the state IT. This meanB added enjoyment tor
GENERAL TRANSFER BUSINESS AND STORAGE
standard issues would not respond tolll0se who g0 to Ta()S fol. the ceiebra lo arrived here Saturday evening froma
in
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E!
will
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Rito
and
city
the advance in the specialties, traders tion, as the visitors will insure a lively
few days.
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corporation
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York
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Mr. Arthur Seligtnnn,
turned from a three weeks vacation,
chison also ilost about a point.
Care Seligman Bros. Co.,
and is again on duty.
Foot of Montezuma Ave.
Particular influences were responPhone 100 and 35 W.
are here
Santa Fe, X. M.
M. ,f. Drury and family
sible for the increased interest and in
'
from Topeka, Kansas, and are at the
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C. C. Catron, City.
Ralph S. Connell, or Tularosa, has Pills now, as 1 was when I lirst recbrothers are invitB. H. Nymeyer, Carlsbad.
She says she attempted to call for the largest chicken ranch in
ed and welcome.
ommended them several years ago."
He and his wife are past
F. P. Kahnt, Denver.
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
help, but was so nervous that she lost
E. L. Love and wife. Hagerman.
her voice and fainted. An hour after- - masters at the business of poultry cents.
Exalted Ruler,
Co.,
Buffalo,
A. S. Loekwood,
City.
C. H. WILSON.
ward she recovered and found herself raising. Mr. Connell will be at the New York, sole agents for the United
comwill
on
state
fair
and
Hottinger,
talk
George
the
Albuquerque,
States.
Secretary.
gagged and bound on the floor of the
G. H. Barber. Lincoln.
mercial side of the poultry business.
Remember the name Doan's anfi
wood house.
H. !. Warren, La Salle. III.
Mrs. Connell will also be here and take no other.
Miss l'errace had been spending
Santa
Fe Gamp
V. F. Quinby, Albuquerque.
13514, M. W. a.
AL E. Crumley, Albuquerque.
Sunday evening with friends and was
She
had hidden the
meets second Tuesreturning home.
John Becker, Jr.. Belen.
A. S. Robson, Albuquerque.
day each month, sokey in the wood shed and had just
JUDGE
WILL
YOU
cial meeting third
taken it from its hiding place when
(I. V. Hanlon, Alountainair.
A. R. Griffith, Bisbee, Ariz.
attacked. In her tussle with her asTuesday at Fireman's Hall. Visit
sailant she put the key in her stock-- j
Elsie Af. Howard, Citv.
"An interesting British report suggests that science
ing neighbors welcome.
INJUNCTION TO
ANTHING
ing and he didn't get it.
La Salle.
has prolonged the life of very young city folks, but
A. G. WHITTIKR, Consul.
Ventura Bans, Stanley.
About 12 o'clock Mrs. Large became
A series of tables compiled
not of the middle-aged- .
A. E. P. ROBINSON,
Clerk.
Harris, Valley.
maid had not reGeorge
because
the
anxious
from reports of the Register-Genera- l
and covering
F. J. Lewis, Trinidad.
the Fourof
and
turned
after
inquiring
seventy years shows that, for males between five and
Airs. Parrott. Trinidad.
F. W. FARMER
teenth district police station she tele- Has Already Restrained a Parrot From '
r
ten years of age the death rate has declined
Mrs. F.minett AfcBrown, Lumberton
Homestead No,
Screeching and Soap Box Orators
phoned friends of the girl. Shortly beand
per cent, while for those between forty-fivAirs. Sauenian. Antonito, Colo.
From
2879, Brother-hoo- d
fore daybreak, with her husband, she
Talking "What Next," is
years of age it has declined only three per
Miss H, Neeken, Antonito, Colo.
of AmeriSeattle's Query.
went into the back yard and, hearing
cent and that for the next, decade there is an actual
.1.
Williams, Venus.
can Yoemen.
Seattle, Wash., Sept. 8. Ask any-slight moan, opened the wood' shed
increase in mortality. For both men and women beG. L. Bassett, Venus.
Meets second
door and saw the girl with a wad of one here who is "the only pebble on
tween the ages of forty-fivand sixty-fivthere is no
Rafforeno, Pettine. Taos.
s
and fourth
elnfh in her month nnd cords about her the beach" and the answer will be:
decrease in the death rate. Doctor Newsholme finds
Ed. A. Trujillo, Taos.
of the
"Judge Humphries, of course."
wrists and ankles.
that for both men and women in this period of middle
H. C. Baca, Cienega.
month at tbe
Judge John E. Humphries of the sus
life diseases of the heart and
were
The police were notified and a
F. Olson, Las Vegas.
the most voluFireman's
Hall.
court,
perior
although
asof
as
causes
the
of
about
the
registered
search was started for the girl's
Lee Parker. Denver.
ble defender of the two months' vacaH. Foreman. R. L. Baca,
total deaths.
sailant. Aliss Perrance says he was tion for
no
has
Cor. Sec. David Gonzales.
thus far taken
judges,
and of blond com- vacation this Bummer.
"Apparently, then, for those who reach middle life
tall,
He has been
in fairly good physical condition the heart is the
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
plexion. She was confined to bed yes- too busy issuing all manner of injuncSanta Fe Lodge
chief source of danger. Fortunately everybody
terday with nervous prostration.
No. 2, Knights
tions, from stopping a parrot from
of
knows that excessive use of intoxicants and tobacco
ATTORNEYS
AT
LAW.
screeching to stopping "soapbox"
meets
and COFFEE weaken the heart.
Pythias
speaking on the streets.
every Second and
"At this season, when New Year's vows are falling
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
The judge is a genial, round, well
Fourth Friday of
like leaves of autumn, we abstain from urging anysatisfied individual, who loves to talk.
the month at 8
City Attorney,
body to stop drinking or smoking or overindulgence
"I'm the whole show now," he reo'clock p. m.
Capital City Bank Building,
in COFFEE. Go ahead if you think your heart will
The range in temperature yesterday marked recently. "I'm all nine judges
Rooms
stand it!"
Meeting In K.
the
70
54
to
and
from
V;as
degrees
of this county this week. I'm the only
Santa Fe, New Mexico
of P.
Hall over
Saturday Evening Post, Jan. 18, 1913.
r.verage relative humidity was t;4 per pebble on the beach. They all have
Kaune's store.
cent. The precipitation for the 24 to come to me, and if I haven't made
Q. W. PRICHARD,
All visiting
hours ending at 6 a. m. was O.OG of an good, no boy in the world has."
Knights are most
Attorney and Counsellor-at-Lsw- .
inch of rain. The day was generally
Judge Humphries' court room is decPractices in all the District Courti
cordially Invited.
cloudy with a light rain in the after- orated with a big American flag on
H. F. STEPHENS, C. C.
and gives Bpecial attention to caset
noon. The temperature Saturday was each wall and with a lot of pictures
A. RE1NGARDT. K. of R, and S.
before the State Supreme Court
from 50 to 71 degrees; the humidity of himself, the law library he used to
Office: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M
have and some letters complimenting
was 54 per cent.
JUDGE HUAIPHRIS.
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.
The mercury showed a temperature him upon his patriotism.
Lodge No. 259, holds Its regular
.
F.
H.
one
Chaa.
been
Chas.
for
The
has
in
said.
he
Easley
these injunctions,"
Easley,
running
judge
rights
of 56 degrees at 8 a. m. today at Santa
on the first Thursday of each
meeting
EASLEY
&
a
or
"1
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for
a
office
have
on
another
heard you speak
EAJLEY,
quarter
WashingFe. In other cities it was as follows:
month at Fireman's ball at 7:30 p. m.
It's a good move to quit COFFEE
t
was
he
not
aw.
last
fall
until
ton
street myself."
Attorneys-acentury, but
Visiting brothers are Invited and welAmarillo, C2; Bismarck, 44; Boise, elected.
Practice in the Court and bafsrs come.
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And use
dp; Cheyenne, 54; Dodge City, 6G;
La-ade
he
office
he
took
Shortly after
Department.
BENITO ALAR1D, President
got a permit from the mayor first."
56; Flagstaff, 44; Grand Junc- manded that the
Land grants and titles examined.
county commissionWhen Judge Humphries issued an
EAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
tion, 60; Helena, 56; Kansas City, 74; ers buy him a flag, 6x9, feet. The
against teamsters on strike, Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office, Esti
iiiri -Lander, 52; Los Angeles, 60; Modena, commissioners told him to buy it him- injunction
said :
ODD FELLOWS,
cla, N. M.
Phoenix, 72; Portland, 54; Pueblo, self. He issued an order for their ar- he
No. 2, I. 0. O. F.
"I don't blame the strikebreakers
62; Rapid City, 50; Roseburg, 40; Ros rest for contempt of court. Judge
Santa Fe Lodgt
for going armed. If a man were after
DR. W. HUME BROWN,
well, 64; Salt Lake, 62; San Francis Humphries got the flag.
meets
fill him full of
regularly
a
I'd
and
me,
gun
get
Dentist,
58;
co, 52; Spokane, 56; Tonopah,
Recently he was to hear evidence holes. I am 62,
every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
practiced law for 45
Over Spitz Jewelry Storsj.
YVinnemucca, 58.
in reference to the restraining orHall.
In
Odd
Fellows
Visiting broth
and khow that people have got
Rooms 1, 2 and I.
Local Data.
ders against the Socialist and I. W. years,
ers always welcome.
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be
uncles
Two
fear.
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governed
6.
Red
made of wheat.
Phone
Highest temperature yesterday, 70. W. street speakers. He talked so of mine killed men in
Office Hours g a. m. U I .
Highest temperature this date last much about everything, anything and
It will not pay you to wast your
During the past few weeks Judge
And by Appointment
e
The change is easy, for Postum tastes much like mild,
nothing that the case finally had to he
year, 7o.
time writing out your Iegl forms
Humphries issued the following inJava, but is guaranteed absolutely pure and free from the
Lowest temperature this date last continued.
when
get them already printed
g
coffee drug, caffeine, or any other
"Now
Brother Brown and my junctions:
It will not pay you to waste your at tbe you
Ingredient,
year, 5o.
New Mexican Printing
Retrained Mayor Cotterill from
This American beverage now comes In two forms.
time writing out your legal forms
Extreme this date, 41 years record, brother Millard Price, both of whom closing certain saloons.
REGULAR POSTUM must be well boiled.
supported me in the campaign," he
highest, 88 in 1879.
Restrained the marshal from en- when you can get them already printINSTANT POSTUM requires
ed at tbe New Mexican Printing cod
Extreme this date, 41 years record, commenced at one point in his dis- forcing certain fire ordinances.
course.
Both the gentlemen referred
Restrained a parrot from screeching dssj.
lowest, 40 in 1898.
to are Socialists.
Forecast.
within 200 feet of a certain house.
"I beg the court's pardon," Brown
Work for the New Mexican. It Is
For Santa Fe and vinicity: Partly
Restrained the Salvation Army and
"I did not support you."
said.
Volunteers of America from meeting working for you, for Santa Fe and
It is prepared by stirring a spoonful of the soluble powder In a
Work for the New Mexican. It la
cloudy and threatening, with possibly
that pass," said the court in
let
"Well,
front of a certain hotel.
the new state.
local showers tonight or Tuesday.
for you, for Santa Fe and
cup of hot water and adding sugar and cream
working
"but"
For New Mexico: Generally cloudy stiffly,
the new state.
Restrained the I. W. W. and Social"Your honor," said Price, "I did not
Subscribe for the Santa Fi New
vith local thunder showers tonight or support you, either."
ist speakers on certain corners.
the paper that boosts all
com- Mexican,
teamsters
Restrained
the
from
Grocers
Work for the New Mexican. It is
Tuesday.
it
sell both
as
be
"Let that
may," (the judge
.
and
works for the, pbulld working for you, for Santa Fe and
time
the
within
earshot
of
the
Conditions.
ing
"I
that
remember
was quite annoyed.)
Ing of our new Stat.
Much cloudiness is reported this Mr. Price peddled my literature."
tbe new state.
Restrained the city from continuing
morning from the RockieB to the PaHere another Socialist demanded an
New Mexican Want Ads always
Ads always
New Mexican Want
a
with a condemnation suit started
cific, and showers have occurred In immediate hearing.
South Dakota, Wyoming, Colorado.
bring results. Try It.
bring results. Try it.
"I think the court is exceeding Its year ago.
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for Alabam' " was easily the most
.
popular selection and to It many
Several prominent officials, city
county and state, took part in the
dance. The floor of the Armory is
so excellent for dancing that many
jwho have never been to the Armory
to attend the next dance.
jare planning
Wanted fifty men for board and
iroom. Six dollars per week. Plaza
step-iped-

NEW STYLISH HATS

IN SATIN AND WHITE FELT.
A Nobby Line of Fall and Winter
suitings and overcoats at Muralter's
fall
See McClintock and Wright's
They are Swell, at
two charges. On the first one he was
announcement oti page eight.
Survey of Penasco River,
opening
A preliminary survey of the 1'enas- acquitted, and on the second the jury
Only a few more days to the end
The state then asked for of our cash sale, you better take this
co river is to be made by the Btate disagreed.
Auto Delivery Every Hour!
Auto Delivery Every Hour!
a
which
was
venue
of
granted opportunity now before it is too late.
change
etiRineer's department, and Engineer
Cafe.
Another car of that famoui EMPRESS FLOUR. The best money
S S. Carroll left this afternoon to take and the case was transferred to Dona Nathan Salmon.
Ana county.
will Duy, try it. A coupon packed in every sack good for valuable
Plaza Market Will Close On Tues
Nntir to Ranneris- - The rennrt of
up the work.
premiums, and besides this we are going to give to the boy or girl unthe Kev. B. Z. McCollough's sermon day, September 9th, we will close the
consolidate this
,.
der 15 years of age, who collects the most of these coupons up to
,?,,
Supreme Court Sittings.
,in ho fr,,nrf Haza Market and Andrews
OUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
In the supreme court today the case JUROR (N WHITE
with our Market at
Grocery,)
September 15th a $30.00 bicycle and to the next highest a watch.
r.n page two of today's issue
exof the state of New .Mexico vs. Lillie
SLAVE TRIAL
Boys and girls get busy, get your mother and your neighbors to
FOR SAI.K Piano and household bv so doing we will reduce our
0. Klasner from Lincoln county, is
use EMPRESS FLOUR.
which will enable us to
TALKS OF CASE Huods including base burner. Mrs. tense account,
A.
being argued. The case of Mary Dun-Alan R. McCord, 303 Washington Ave. give you better prices and improved road from Lamy to Ojo de la Baca. can vs. Mary Drown from McKinley Is
,.;
wo uanooifnllv ask a con-- 'L. Thomas has sent word to i.nairyou will find many good smokes In i,,-San Francisco, Sept. 9. F. Drew our
also scheduled for today.
case. No trouble to select tinuance of your past appreciated man Seligman of the county road
Caminetti believes he will escape the the cigar
On and after September board that he will fix the road from
size, shape and shade 'patronage.
particular
Board Still Meeting.
The
penalty of the Mann white slave law vou like. Zook's.
of Phone 92, we shall be Bonanza to l ash Mitry mine.
ioth
instead
The state board of equalization is under which he and Maury I. Diggs
voice road from the county line out to the
1
to
hear
Arch
No.
much
Fe
your
Santa
Royal
pleased
Chapter
is in San
still holding daily sessions at 3 o'clock were convicted in the United States Masons will hold the
Phone No. 4 Andrews Grocery, Rito de los Frijoles canyon
regular convo-joevery afternoon, but it was announced district court.
at ip.akery and Market. To those who doval county, and it is suggested that
Hall
Masonic
at
the
cation
tonight,
"I believe we shall have no trouble 7
today that the board had not yet
brothers are invited nave an account at the Plaza Market, an appeal be sent to the Sandoval
30. All
to get busy. This
reached the deciding of the appeals, in getting this verdict reversed by the to attend. visiting,
we will be pleased to continue same county road boosters
and that consequently there was little United States district court of apthe road is west of Buckman
of
part
at
in
Andrews
Grocery. Very respectfully. Hill.
You never go wrong
placing your
that could be'said about the meetings. peals," he said, and this is the view
Modern market, I'. Andrews, proprietor, Plaza Market
taken by William A. Heister, a mem- fish order with the
FOR SALE Fine saddle (and bugAndrews
Grocery, Bakery and
Cc, and
Orosco Appeals.
at
ber of the jury that convicted Cami- phone 262, Prank Mourer, proprietor.
gy) horse, with handsome saddle,
Market.
Abbott
District
Court
Judge
Opens
to
the
Orosco has appealed
supreme netti, who now says he regrets having
a bargain. Owner leaving town. Apin the
docket
was
the
want
of
bottle
kind
calling
busy
Not
you
Mexico.
Any
nursing
court of the state of New
voted to convict Caminetti.
district court this morning. It Is a nipples of all styles, brushes, baby ply New Mexican.
however, Pascual, well known because
"I voted to find Caminetti guilty to
to foods, talcum
of
work
.lots
docket
offering
powders and the most
in
the southern repub- save his father and mother a lot of jbig
of his activities
To Be Held In St. Louis.
to
careful prescription department
Celestino Orosco counsel fees," declared Heister. "I re judges and attorneys.
lic, but Celestino.
411
service
Kohir
Unln
n'kan
home
Good
7nn1,a
quick
cooking,
and Marcelino Telles have filed suit gard the verdict as a disgrace to tne
St. Louis, Sept -"
thg plai!a Cafe.
County Road Notes- -A new route'
against Ursulo Gonzales. The case is United states and l believe it win De
from
Farm machinery, vehicles, modern from Cerrillos to Golden Is being laid Concatenated Orderwillof assemble in St.
appealed from Sierra county, and has reversed. That is one of the main
world
over
all
the
merand
general
out, leaving out Estes Hill which was
to do with water matters.
rrigating devices
reasons why I agreed to it."
to participate in the
F avorv Hoaprintinn
will be found too costly "to negotiate."
Mr. Louis this week,
convention.
twenty-seconannual
to deliberate, tl'
we
"When
began
fair
at
exhibited at the state
Williams has been in charge of this
May Establish Zoo.
was put up to the jurors that
October 6th to 11th.
the plans having been furnish
work,
The Amusement Park company of there was not
a man among the
A.
New Mexican Want Ads always
Haye that 0,d iron made new. ed by the state engineer, James
Albuquerque a new incorporated com- twelve who had not at some time in
results. Try it!
are
on
the
men
Ten
w,.i
French.
bring
over
Traction
working
will
take
which
pany
ins career uune uie same uiuig juiing
fair
state
went
the
there
1918,
Rain
following
More
August,
park
Caminetti had done. This was dethis fall, has written to Game Warden bated
in climatic history as a "thun- up and down, but it was finally down
and
Trinidad C. de Baca regarding the esSeptember
that the jury could not do any 'dering month,"habit. now
A rain and thuntablishment of a zoo at the park. It agreed but convict
him In the face of is getting the
thing
the
for
basis
what
over
is not known just
the city just at
the instructions given by Judge Van derstorm burst
establishment of such an institution Fleet."
noon today.
can be arranged, but if satisfactory arJust arrived fifty dozen high grade
Heister said that Francis Carolan,
rangements can be made, Mr. Baca is
ties in the latest patterns, up to $1.00,
a
who
as
served
clubman
the
wealthy
inclined to favor the plan.
during the sale 35c. The Hub. NathYYYYYYYYYYYYtYYYYYVSVYYYYYYYV
juror, wanted to return a verdict of an Salmon.
saihy on the first three counts. "I
Announce Their Tall .Opening Display.
Good Resolutions When backed up
Farmington Petition.
"
wo'u Bl" "1
The state corporation commission
in line with the new progress and
was
if
like
Christmas
that
anything
San
has received from Farmington,
when a merchant RESOLVES to stand
EXTEND to the people of Santa Fe and
Juan county, a petition numerously decided upon," declared Heister.
behind his goods and prices and DOES
a cordial welcome to visit this
vicinity
sentence
of
nest
The
railfacing
thought
See new
SO he gets the patronage.
signed, asking for the change in
and
store
is
not
Caminetti
inspect the carefully selected
Everything In Hardware.
giving
Hardware Co.
road schedule suggested by Chairman Wednesday
ad of
of
concern.
to
the
assortment
case,
any
Referring
commission
H. H. Williams of the
The Woman's Department at the
'
V. H. WICKMAM
LUDW1Q WM, ILFELD.
when he was over there last month. he said it was one of "territorial state fair at Albuquerque, October
MEN'S HIGH GRADE FURNISHING GOODS
So far no other petitions from other morality."
Cth to 11th, will have an especially at"The only thing the jurors could tractive display of preserves, pickles,
sections of the county have been reat very reasonable prices.
ceived, and Mr. Williams stated this find me guilty of," he said, "was in canned goods, pastry, needlework and
Only well known Standard Brands of Merchandise
art productions.
morning that there was small chance leaving for Reno with Lola Norris.
will be carried, such as
of any change being made unless a would have been guilty of no offense
Zook's Benzoin, Witch Hazel and
much more urgent demand was made if I had not crossed the state line with Vlmond Cream are fine for sunburn
STETSON HATS,
KNOX
for It than is indicated by the one lone her. It would; seem that I am made and windburn. Take a bottle with yc.i
& GO.'S SHIRTS,
PEABODY
Mann
of
because
law
a
this
victim
so
received.
far
CLUETT,
on
vacation.
petition
your
FINE
of a matter of geography."
take
BROS.'
and
McClintock
WILSON
Let
AND
Wright
State Aid for School.
your measure for your new fall suit
FURNISHINGS,
With a view to obtaining state aid
or overcoat.
line ol SHOES,
for building a new school house in EXCAVATION OF
FOR
RENT Five room modern
together with an
CLOTHING also
G.
A.
and
and
OVERCOATS
W.
Williams
f
blocks from
their
one
CANAL
PANAMA
and
district,
SWEATERS,
house
FOOD.
Soli Agtnti For INTERNATIONAL STOCK
h. Bassett of Venus, in southwestern
B. Hayward.
SUITINGS
from
of
FINE
a
line
Joseph
plaza.
IS FINISHED
Santa Fe county, are in the city today
Good Work on Highway C. F. Ab- All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages
ALFALFA SEED.
in consultation with County Superinreu and his gang of men have been
IS.
V.
state
and
the
tendent John
Washington, Sept.
Conway
Completion hard at work on the Scenic Highway,
Clothing
the largest makers of Tailored-to-Ordeducational department. This makes of dry excavation on the Panama the road
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
the canyon, and reports
up
in the World. Make our store your shopping
the second school in this district, and canal Saturday, just ten days ahead indicate that a good deal of progress
headquarters. You will be pleased with our goods
until other arrangements can be made, of scheduled time, advanced the work has been made. This is one of the
and prices, and we will be pleased to show you,
the school will be held in the front on the great waterway almost to the most
world.
in
the
rides
delightful
B,ack room of one of the patrons. Mr. Will- final stage.
whether you wish to buy or not.
Just Received our Fall line of
An army of men wtll be busy the ladiesiams and Mr. Bassett drove 75 miles
Prices
skirts.
and
coats
suits,
to Santa Fe in order to get help for next four weeks removing steam
Call an!
moderate. Fit guaranteed.
their school if possible.
shovels and other equipment and ma
Muralter, the tailor.
samples.
inspect
miles of
The next meeting of the state board terial, including thirty-siThose Telegraph Poles The blue
CLOTHIERS AND HABERDASHERS.
of education will be held at Albuquer railroad track
from the
left at the office of the cham
nrints
que, during the sessions of the New channel In Culebra cut betweeh Gam-bo- ber of commerce showing proposed
Mexico Educational association, Nov.
dike and Pedro Miguel locks.
improvements to be made by the teleThis is preparatory to turning water
and telegraph companiey, will
phone
into the channel from Gatun lock, on enable any house owner to see where
the Atlantic ocean, on October 5, five the poles are to be erected and wires
Lively Bidding for State Land.
There must be some very desirable days in adva'uce of the date set for strung.
state land in New Mexico. Captain dynamiting GanUioa dyke.
Reformer at Work Santa Feans
be introduced who
The water will
Fritz Muller of the state land departpatronized the "film shop", other
six
Rooseinch
from
four
ment returned yesterday
twenty
pipes, wise known as the Elks' theater, last
through
a
sold
school
and
dike
the
velt county, wiiere he
extending underneath
night, were much amused at the last
Roosevelt through the
section in southwestern
period wul picture showing a reformer reforming
fixed
to a city, but letting his children go to
by hardly suffice to fill the channel
county. The minimum price
the state was $10 an acre, but the
the caniil levil enough w" the bad.
He closed up the saloons
The be let in to act as a cushion agaiusi and the picture shows and vaudeville
land brought $20.25 an acre.
state law regarding land sales pro- the explosion when the like is
houses, and finally returned home to
Phone 12.
vides that persons desiring to purTHE CLARENDON GARDEN
While the cut is being cleared find his son had. joined the hip pocket
chase must give notice of their inten- of railway and equipment, drilling bottle brigade.
tion and later buy the1 land at public end blasting will be going on at the
INSURE WITH HAYWARD AND
auction if they wish it. The legal bottom of the channel, loosening up BE SURE.
tt
formalities were all complied with and rock and earth ifor the
That Colleae Street Bridge Mayor
dredges that
the captain went to Portales to con- soon will he
Lopez said today that he will consult
through
away
clawing
duct the sale. The bidding was spiritAlarid to have the two
the water. Six of the shovels will be with Seferino
ed, and the man who had originally
holes near the Manderfield residence
material
from
in
'
continued
on College street, filled up immediateapplied for the land quit at $20 an the east and removing
west banks near C'i!t-trMan Says :
The
of automobiles.
acre, and George W. Williamson got
ly, for the safety
slides.
MODERN AND
from
to lessen the danger
it for $20.25.
These holes are daily hecoming more
Be it for "Choring," "Fishing," "Camping or Prowling" the REwill
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HOTEL DE VARGAS

Are You Interested in a Guaranteed Investment ?
few years ago any residence lot in this city could have been
bought for two hundred dollars. Recently these same lots sold for
from $600 to $1,250. A few days ago, a certain business man who
has been here for thirty years, and has paid for the property he oc- place .but p.w
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Such an opportunity to secure a fine lot close in and at a price
that we can all afford will not be had again for many a day. Only
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special terms, selected patrons, time payalavenue, ments, no interest, no taxes, beautiful,
magnificent vista, street straight, houses straight, sidewalks
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